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Foreword 
The Finnish Rail Administration (RHK) publishes this 
Network Statement for the timetable period 2009. This is 
the sixth Network Statement prepared in Finland, in accord-
ance with the Finnish Railway Act. The Network Statement 
describes the access conditions, the state-owned rail network, 
the allocation capacity, the services supplied to railway under-
takings and the principles of determining the infrastructure 
charge. The Network Statement is published for applicants 
for capacity for each timetable period separately. The present 
Network Statement is intended for the timetable period 
 14December2008 -  12 December 2009. 
The Network Statement 2009 has been prepared based 
on the previous Network Statement taking into account the 
feedback received from users and the Network Statements of 
other European Infrastructure Managers. 
The structure of the Network Statement follows the 
common European structure and comprises the following 
chapters: 
• General 
• Access conditions  
• Rail network 
• Capacity allocation  
• Services supplied to railway undertakings 
 •  Infrastructure charge 
A new communications system,  RAILI Network, will be 
taken into use on the state-owned rail network at the begin-
ning of 2009 timetable period. The rail traffic and passenger 
information will also be improved by establishing an Informa-
tion Centre and by introducing a new MIKU system that will 
replace the old passenger information and announcements sys-
tems. In addition to above, a new system  (LIIKE) for handling 
of capacity requests for regular services is being currently 
developed, and it will be introduced in 2008-2010. 
The Railway Act and several other instructions and regu-
lations are also being updated at the same time with the publi-
cation of the Network Statement. The sections to be updated 
are mentioned both in the text and appendices. The updates 
can be found on the RHK website at http://www.rhk.fi . 
Within the Finnish Rail Administration, the Network 
Statement is the responsibility of the Traffic Management 
Unit. All the departments of the Finnish Rail Administration 
and several outside specialists have been involved in the prepa-
ration of the Network Statement. 
Helsinki, 1 November 2007 
Finnish Rail Administration 
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The Network Statement is published in accordance with the 
Railway Act (555/2006) and Directive 2001/14/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council on the allocation of 
railway infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges for 
the use of railway infrastructure and safety certification (here-
inafter referred to as the "Capacity and Infrastructure Charge 
 Directive").The  Network Statement for the timetable period
2009 is the sixth Network Statement published in Finland. 
1.2 	Objective 
The Network Statement is published for the use of appli-
cants for capacity for each timetable period separately. The 
Network Statement describes the access conditions, state- 
owned rail network, capacity allocation, services supplied to 
railway undertakings and the basis on which the infrastruc-
ture charge is determined. The Network Statement specifies 
in detail the general rules, deadlines, procedures and grounds 
applicable to capacity allocation and the charging systems. 
Railway undertakings can request capacity for inter-
national traffic within the European Economic Area, as well 
as for domestic freight traffic. Domestic passenger traffic and 
transit traffic to Russia on the Finnish rail network may be 
operated only byVR Ltd.  
1.3 	Legal Framework 
Current Legislation 
hi accordance with the Railway Act, RHK publishes informa-
tion on the provisions of the Railway Act, as well as on the 
provisions issued under this Act and other provisions, con-
cerning 
I) the right of access to the rail network; 
2) the principles of determining the infrastructure charges; 
3) applying for rail capacity and the related deadlines; 
4) the requirements for and approval of railway rolling stock; 
as well as 
5) other conditions concerning operating and starting the 
operation of rail traffic.  
RHK publishes information on the nature and extent of 
the rail network in the Network Statement for each timetable 
period. This information is contained in Chapter 3 of this 
Network Statement.The provisions issued by RHK on: 
1) specialised infrastructure under the Railway Act (point 
3.4.1); 
2) the priority order to be applied to congested infrastructure 
under the Railway Act (point 4.4.3); 
3) the threshold quota for the minimum use of railway infra-
structure on each train path under the Railway Act (point 
4.6) are also published in the Network Statement.  

RHKs organization 
Rail Administration Board 






































Picture 1. Finnish Rail Administration's organisational chart. 
1.8 	Contacts 
Finnish Rail Administration 
The Finnish Rail Administration is a department subject to 
the Ministry of Transport and Communications. It is respon-
sible for the maintenance and development of Finland's rail 
network, railway capacity allocation and traffic control. 
Finnish Rail Administration 
P0 Box 185 (Keskuskatu 8) 
 FI-00l01 Helsinki 
Telephone: +358 20 751 5111 
Fax. +358 20751 5100 
E-mail: info@rhk.fi, kirjaamo@rhk.fi 
 Internet:  http:/ /www.rhk.fI  
On traffic related issues, please send your messages to 
the following e-mail address:  oss@rhk.fi . 
Other contact information can be found on  RHK's 
 Internet pages. 
Ministry of Transport 
and Communications 
P0 Box 31 (Eteläesplanadi 16-18) 
 FI-00023 Government 
Telephone: +358 9 160 02 
Fax.+358 9 160 28596 
E-mail: kirjaamo@mintc.fi 
 Internet:  http:/ /www.mintcil  
Finnish Rail Agency 
The Finnish Rail Agency is subject to the Ministry of Trans-
port and Communications. It monitors general railway safety, 
the safety of railway systems and the safety of railway under-
takings' and Finnish Rail Administrations' operations. 
P0 Box 84 (Jaakonkatu 3) 
 FI-00101 Helsinki 
Telephone: +358 20 776 7611 
Fax.+358 20 776 7630 
E-mail: kirjaamo@rvi.ti  
Internet: http://www.rautatievirasto.fi  
Finnish Competition Authority 
The Finnish Competition Authority operates under the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry. Its objective is to protect 
sound and effective economic competition and increase eco-
nomic efficiency by promoting competition and abolishing 
competition restraints. 
P0 Box 332 (street address: Pitkänsillanranta 3 A) 
 FI-00531 Helsinki 
Telephone: +358 9 731 41  
Fax.+358 97314 3328 
E-mail: kirjaamo@kilpailuvirasto.fi  
Internet: http://www.kilpailuvirasto.1i 

Network Statements of 
Other Countries 
Internet addresses and names of Network Statements pub-
lished by other rail network administrators are listed in 
Appendix 13. 
1.10 	Glossary 
• Coordination refers to a procedure by which RHK and 
the applicants attempt to solve situations where there are 
competing requests for rail capacity. 
• Infrastructure maintenance refers to construction, 
maintenance and development of tracks, of structures, 
equipment and systems connected with them, as well as of 
real property needed for infrastructure maintenance.  
• Museum train traffic refers to traffic operated on a 
small scale on the rail network by a non -prolit association 
with museum trains or comparable rolling stock.  
• Private siding refers to a track which is connected to 
the state-owned rail network according to the private 
siding connection permit. The connection permit is pro-
vided by the Finnish Rail Administration. 
• Rail capacity refers to the capacity of a train path to 
carry train traffic over a particular period and depending 
on the characteristics of the rail network. 
• Railway undertaking refers to a company or other 
association under private law whose main activity is to 
operate rail traffic. The company must have an appropriate 
operating licence issued in the European Economic Area 
and possess the rolling stock needed for operating traffic. 
Undertakings providing only traction services are also 
regarded as railway undertakings.  
• Traffic control is the management of traffic on individual 
train paths. ln addition traffic control duties include 
issuing train safety notices and permits required for train 
traffic. Traffic control personnel also receive  inlkjrmation 
 and issue permits for work done on or near the tracks and 
receive information on the termination of such work. If 
so required due to the volume of traffic and safety appa-
ratus a signals or turnout worker, shunting foreman, engine 
driver or a worker responsible for the safety of work done 
near the tracks or other person appointed in due order for 
the task may participate in traffic control to the extent 





Access requirements to the rail network are listed in this chap-
ter. The prerequisites for operating railway traffic are an op-
erating licence, safety certificate or museum traffic operator's 
licence, allocated capacity and an access contract. In addition, 
for example, the rolling stock acceptance process and traffic 
safety staff qualifications are described in this chapter. 
2.2 	General Access Requirements 
The legal framework of access to infrastructure is described 
in the Railway Act (5S5/2006).The provisions issued by the 
Finnish Rail Agency and RHK shall be observed on the state- 
owned rail network. Information on the provisions issued by 
the Finnish Rail Agency and RHK currently in force is avai-
lable from the Finlex Data Bank, http://wwwdInlex.fi . 
The Act on safety and interoperability of the rail system 
(750/2006) lays down, for example, the essential require-
ments for the rail system. The essential requirements can be 
supplemented with separate provisions. 
2.2.1 General Requirements tor 
Operating Railway Traffic 
Operation of rail traffic on the state-owned rail  ne1\vr. 
equires that the railway undertaking meet the following ion
-ditions:  
1) The railway undertaking or international grouping of rail-
way undertakings shall have an operating licence in accoi 
 dance with the Railway Act or a corresponding  operatili  
 licence issued in the European Economic Area, unless the 
question is of museum train traffic referred lo in the Rail-
way Act 
2) The liicnie holder shall have a sa!etv certificate ni di cur- 
(lance with the Railway Act, issued or approved by the 
Finnish Rail Agency, which covers a11 t lie I rain pat ii on 
which traffic will be operated. 
3) Capacity in accordance with the Railvav Act has hecn 
 allocated to the railway undertaking for its traffic. 
4) The licence holder shall make an access contract with RHK 
 on necessary practical arrangements concerning the  ope - 
 rating of railway traffic. 
5) Other conditions for operating rail traffic, laid down iii 
under the Railway Act are in all respects fulfilled  - 
Access conditions and phases for entering the iuiarkct die 
jresent'd in Figure 2. 
Austtion f 	
-- * 	
Applfog for a 
produdion factors safety rarliflcate 
Railway undertaking 	 -- 	 - 
Appfog for an 
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Transport and 	 Iwuing operating 
Communications 
Figure 2. Phases for entering the market  
Museum Traffic 
The same requirements described in this Network Statement 
are applied to museum train traffic as to other rail traffic, 
except with regard to the operating licence. The law provides 
that a museum traffic operator must have an operating licence 
granted by the Finnish Rail Agency, and that the licence cor-
responds with the railway undertaking's safety certilicate.The 
operating licence will be granted upon application for a maxi-
mum of five years at a time. The prerequisite for granting the 
operating licence is that the museum traffic operator has suf-
ficient liability insurance and risk management system, their 
rolling stock has been approved by the Finnish Rail Agency, 
and the persons attending to the traffic operation possess the 
required competence. 
Capacity may be requested only as ad hoc capacity. RHK 
has drawn up instructions for museum train traffic operators 
for attending to certain matters regarding access to the net-
work. 
2.2.2 General Requirements for 
Access to the Rail Network 
The following railway undertakings or international group-
ings of railway undertakings may access the state rail network 
to operate train traffic. 
1) the railway undertakings and international groupings of 
railway undertakings referred to in the Railway Act pro-
viding domestic freight services or passenger services in 
international rail traffic between states belonging to the 
European Economic Area; 
2) the rail transport operating subsidiary of the limited com-
pany referred to in the Act on the Incorporation of the 
Finnish State Railways (20/ 1995) for providing services in 
domestic passenger traffic, as well as in traffic between 
Finland and Russia. 
These railway undertakings and international groupings 
of railway undertakings may use the rail network in accor-
dance with the Railway Act and the traffic operating points 
on the state-owned rail network for their traffic operating on 
separately agreed conditions (access contract). Other under-
takings or associations may also use individual traffic operating 
points on the rail network for their rail services, provided that 
this traffic serves a private siding connected to a traffic opera-
ting point and that an agreement on traffic operating has been 
made with RHK.  
2.2.3 Operating Licence 
The Ministry of Transport and Communications issues an 
operating licence for the operation of rail traffic to applicants 
established in Finland. The granted operating licence is valid 
for the time being and the Ministry reviews the operating 
licence and its conditions every five years. An operating 
licence issued in one state belonging to the European Eco-
nomic Area is valid throughout the territory of the European 
Economic Area. An operating licence granted elsewhere must 
be delivered to the Ministry of Transport and Communica-
tions for information. 
The prerequisite for granting the operating licence is 
that the main activity of the undertaking is to operate rail traf -
fic. The undertaking must also have a safety certificate issued 
or approved by the Finnish Rail Agency, a solid financial stan-
ding, a competent management team and a sufficient liability 
insurance. The application for an operating licence is delivered 
to the Ministry of Transport and Communications. 
2.2.4 Safety Certificate 
The safety certificate is issued by the national safety autho-
rity. In Finland, it is issued by the Finnish Rail Agency. If the 
railway undertaking possesses a safety certificate granted in 
another country in the European Economic Area, it need 
not apply for a new safety certificate. The safety certificate 
granted in another country must be approved by the Finnish 
Rail Agency. The safety certificate will be granted or approved 
for a maximum of five years at a time. The undertaking must 
apply for a new safety certificate as soon as its old certificate 
is no longer valid. 
The safety certificate consists of two parts. PartA is used to 
confirm the acceptance of the railway undertaking's safety man-
agement system in the whole of the European Economic Area. 
Part B ensures that the railway undertaking meets the special 
requirements needed for the sak use of the rail network in 
question. 
The purpose of the safety certificate is to ensure that 
the applicant fulfills the safety requirements for its operations 
and that the railway undertaking has the necessary qualifica-
tions to operate safely on the rail network.These requirements 
are presented in the Railway Act. It is also possible to include 
other requirements in the safety certificate regarding railway 
safety. The purpose of these requirements is ensure railway 
safety while taking into consideration the nature and scope 
of the railway traffic of the applicant. The aforementioned 
requirements are presented in more detail and explained in 
the instructions on how to apply for a safety certificate drawn 
up by the Finnish Rail Agency. 
The Finnish Rail Agency requires information on: 
• applicant's safety management system and other arrange-
ments by the railway undertaking and its management 
ensuring that regulations concerning rail traffic safety are 
observed 
• applicant's management and personnel in charge of  trallic 
 safety is competent and professionally trained  
• applicant's rolling stock meets the set requirements and its 
service and maintenance has been properly arranged, and 
 •  applicant has sufficient insurance or some other arrange- 
ment. 
The Finnish Rail Agency has drawn up instructions on 
how to apply for a safety certificate. The form used to apply 
for the safety certificate can be obtained from the Finnish 
Rail Agency. The written application shall be submitted to the 
Finnish Rail Agency. The Safety Department shall consider the 
application and if necessary request further information. The 
Finnish Rail Agency shall decide on the issuance or approval of 
the safety certificate within four months after the request has 
been filed. The Finnish Rail Agency may grant a safety certifi-
cate for the entire state rail network or individual train paths. If 
the nature or scope of the undertaking or international group-
ing of railway mdertakings changes fundamentally, it shall 
apply for a new safety certificate or request that the Finnish 
Rail Agency reapproves the safety certificate. 
2.2.5 Insurance 
A rail transport operator shall have sufficient liability insurance 
or other corresponding arrangement in case of such damage 
incurred by a party due to rail transport operations for which 
the operator is by law or contract  responsible.The nature and 
scope of operations and risks related to the operations must be 
taken into account in evaluating the sufficiency of the insur-
ance or a similar arrangement.The insurance or other corres-
ponding arrangement shall be in force for the duration of the 
entire period during which rail transport is operated. 
2.3 	How to Apply for a Train Path 
A railway undertaking has to meet the following criteria to 
apply for rail capacity:  
• The railway undertaking shall have an operating licence in 
conformity with the Railway Act or a corresponding 
licence issued in the European Economic Area unless it is a 
question of' museum traffic referred to in the Railway Act. 
• The railway undertaking shall, in compliance with the 
Railway Act, have a safety certificate for all the train paths 
on which the railway undertaking is planning to operate. 
Applying for rail capacity and capacity allocation are 
described in Chapter 4 of' the Network Statement.  
2.4 	General Business Conditions 
2.4.1 Framework Agreement  
RHK may make a framework agreement on the use of 
capacity with applicants for capacity. The purpose of such 
an agreement is to specify the characteristics of the capacity 
requested by the applicant.The framework agreement does 
not, however, entitle the applicant to obtain such capacity as 
is specified in the agreement. 
Railway undertakings shall request the capacity specified 
in the framework agreement for each timetable period sepa-
rately. Il' requested, RHK allocates the capacity specified in the 
framework agreement following the procedure laid down in 
the Railway Act. Correspondingly, the access contract shall be 
concluded for each timetable period separately regardless of 
the framework agreement. The framework agreement does 
not, however, impede the application of the provisions of the 
Railway Act to other applicants for capacity.  
'l'he framework agreement is made for a maximum of 
five years. For special reasons, RHK may, however, also con-
clude framework agreements for a longer period. Conclusion 
of an agreement for more than five years can, however, bejus-
tified only by contracts, special investments or special business 
risks coimected with the transport business of the party with 
which the agreement is concluded, as well as by the large-scale 
and long-term investments of' the party with which the agree-
ment is concluded or the contractual obligations connected 
with such activities. 
2.4.2 Access Contract 
Railway undertaking and museum traffic operator shall make 
an access contract with RHK on the use of necessary services 
with regard to the state rail network and operating railway 
traffic. These services include, for example, the use of mar-
shalling yards, storage sidings and other tracks, as well as use 
of traf'fic control services. It is also possible to agree on other 
practical arrangements concerning railway traffic operations. 
The railway traffic operator shall contact RHK to pre-
pare the access contract and contractual negotiations as early 
as possible, preferably before applying for capacity. The nature 
and extent of railway capacity granted for the railway under-
taking is taken into account in the access contract.  RHK makes 
this contract with each licence holder while taking into account 
the nature and scale of capacity allocated.The access contract is 
made for each timetable period and can be changed if decisions 
made during the tinietable period concerning the allocation of 
capacity or other facts, for example, concerning the condition 
of the rail network so require.The access contract can only be 
concluded after all conditions stipulated in the Railway Act for 
operating railway traffic have been fulfilled. After the contract 
has been concluded, traffic may begin. 
2.5 	Operational Rules The rolling stock register must include information on 
1 the owner, holder and renter of the rolling stock. The more 
Operational rules drafted by RHK can be viewed on the RHK detailed regulations on related information on other roll- 
web site and legislative information on the Finlex web site.  ing stock to be recorded in the register will be set forth in a 
Government decree. 
2.6 	Exceptional Transport 
With regards to any rolling stock used for rail traffic bet- 
Traffic restrictions are dealt with in item 3.4-. Regulations ween Finland and Russia, the register must include informa- 
concerning railway traffic and rolling stock can be viewed on tion on the vehicle owner or renter, any possible limitations on 
the Finlex web site and other instructions on the Finnish Rail the vehicle use and information on the vehicle's maintenance 
Agency and RHK web sites. plan in so far as is essential to the vehicle safety. 
2.7 	Dangerous Goods The Finnish Rail Agency provides more detailed infor- 
mation about the requirements and other matters related roll- 
Transport of dangerous goods is dealt with in item 3.4.3. ing stock. 
Regulations concerning railway traffic and rolling stock can 
be viewed on the Finlex web site and other instructions on the 2.9 	Staff Acceptance Process 
Finnish Rail Agency and RHK web sites. 
Traffic safety staff shall meet the health, training and other 
2.8 	Rolling Stock Acceptance qualification requirements laid down in Finnish legislation. 
Process Guidelines Specific provisions on qualifications are laid down in the Traf- 
fic Safety Tasks Act which caine into force on 1 - 1.2005. The 
An authorisation issued by the Finnish Rail Agency is required Act lays down qualification requirements for personnel work- 
for placing rolling stock in service. This authorisation can be 	
!  ing with traffic safety tasks which have a direct impact on rail 
issued for rolling stock that meets the requirements valid 10 traffic safety. Those working in these tasks shall also meet the 
Finland, which are laid down in legislation. Finnish Rail Agency requirements concerning health, training 
The requirements are based on the interoperability and other qualifications. The qualification requirements vary 
requirements for the rail system in accordance with Com- depending on the job. 
munity law and the Finnish Rail Agency has issued comple- Before the Finnish Rail Agency issues or approves a safety 
mentary and more detailed instructions. Conformity can be 	j certificate, the railway operator shall provide it with informa- 
proved by the EC Declaration of Conformity or a corres- tion on the qualifications of its traffic safety staff. A museum 
ponding declaration issued within the European Economic traffic operator must provide the Finnish Rail Agency with the 
Area. ln other cases, the Finnish Rail Agency is responsible for corresponding information for issuing the operating licence. If 
technical approval for the authorisation to place rollmg stock necessary, the Finnish Rail Agency may UOfl issuing the safety 
in service. certificate or operating licence exaniine in other ways and in 
The Finnish Rail Agency maintains a register used to more detail whether a person or persons employed by the 
monitor the validity and traffic safety of rolling stock.Thc pur- railway traffic operator or otherwise connected to his or her 
pose is to promote railway system safety and identify rolling operation meets the set qualifications. 
stock. The rolling stock is recorded in a register maintained by 	1: 
the Finnish Rail Agency, if the rolling stock has been granted 	I 
a commissioning licence in Finland. Rolling stock that will be 
used on the state's rail network and has been granted a corn- 
missioning licence elsewhere within the European Economic 	I 
Area or in a country outside the EEA must also be recorded in 	I 
the register. Any rolling stock used on private sidings will also 
be recorded in the register. 
The Finnish Rail Agency can also register rolling stock 	I 
for a limited time upon request. A fixed-period registration is 
also possible for any rolling stock that has been granted a com- 
missioning licence in another country, if it has been granted 
a commissioning licence in Finland and is used on the state's 
railway network only temporarily. 
I 
3 Infrastructure 
	3.2.2 Connected Railway Networks 
3.1 	Introduction 
The infrastructure refers to the state-owned rail network man-
aged by RHK. RHK is responsible for infrastructure mainte-
nance that is, for the construction and maintenance of tracks, 
of structures and equipment connected with them, as well 
as of real property needed for infrastructure maintenance. 
3.2 	Extent of Network 
3.2.1 	Limits 
The available network is presented graphically in Figure 
3 (state-owned rail network in the beginning of timetable 
period 2009) and in Appendix I (Infrastructure Register). 
The following line sections are closed to traffic: 
 •  Kankaanpää—Niinisalo  
• Kihniö—Aitoneva 
• Raudanlahti—Säynätsalo 
• Pesiökylä—Taivalkoski  
• Kolari—Äkäsjoki 
• Niesa—Rautuvaara.  
Maintenance has been cancelled until further notice: 
 Lautiosaari - Elijärvi  
The following line sections are open to traffic in sum-
mer only (no snow ploughing, no maintenance of switches, no 
snow and ice clearance at level-crossings): 
• Kiukainen—Säkylä.  
• Isokylä—Kelloselkä 
RHK cannot guarantee the operability of the following 
track sections during the timetable period of 2009 at the time 
publishing the Network Statement:  
Kiukainen-Säkylä 
• Parkano-Niinisalo  
• Parkano-Kihniö. 
All changes will be published on the  RHK website  
There is a rail connection from Finland to Sweden via Tornio. 
The main outlines of traffic operating on the Tornio —Haa
-paranta  line section are presented in Appendix  3.The Swedish 
infrastructure manager is Banverket. Both Finnish and Swe-
dish railway safety regulations will change at the beginning 
of 2008, which is to say that Appendix 3 will be  updated.The 
 updated Appendix will he published on the  RHK website at
 http:/ /www.rhk.fi. 
A rail connection exists from Finland to Russia via 
 Vainikkala,  Imatrankoski, Niirala and Vartius. Rail traffic be-
tween Finland and Russia is based on the Rail Traffic Agree-
ment between Finland and Russia.Traffic between Finland and 
Russia is not internal international traffic within the European 
Economic Area. OnlyVR Limited has access to the Finnish rail 
network in traffic between Finland and Russia. 
3.3 	Network Description 
3.3.1 	Geographic Identification 
3.3.1.1 Track Typologies 
The network is presented in Figure 3 (rail network map) and 
in the infrastructure register (Appendix 1). 
3.3.1.2 Track Gauges 
The nominal track gauge on the rail network 1,524  mm.The 
 tolerance range is -10.. +30  mm.The speed-dependent limit
values for the track gauge are indicated in the  RAMO publica-
tion, part 13 "Radan tarkastus" (Track inspection). 
3.3.1.3 Stations and Nodes 
The available traffic operating points (stations) are presented 
in Figure 4 (rail traffic operating points) and in Appendix 2 
 (RailTraffic  operating Point Register). 
The following traffic operating points are open for traf-
fic in summer only (no snow ploughing, no maintenance of 
switches, no snow and ice clearance at level-crossings):  






The alteration work on the lower  Pasila railway yard will 
begin in 2009. Furthermore, the traffic to Länsisatama and 
 Sörnäinen  will be blocked when the Vuosaari harbour and the
harbour track is completed at the end of 2008. 
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Figure 5. Trans-European Rail Network in Finland (The Finnish TEN network) 
3.3.2 Capabilities 
3.3.2.1 Loading Gauge 
The loading gauge (KU), Appendix 4, and the structure gauge 
(ATU) FIN!, Appendix 5, are used throughout the state- 
owned rail network, On private industrial sidings, there may 
be both loading and structure gauge limitations, which railway 
undertakings shall clarify separately for carrying out transpor-
tation. 
l'he vehicle gauge (LKU) is specified in the Finnish Rail 
Agencys LIMO publication, point 1  "Yleiset määräykset 
 (General rules). 
3.3.2.2 Weight Limits 
Axle loads 
22.5 ton axle loads are permitted on most of the rail network. 
The maximum permitted axle loads per line section are indi-
cated in Appendix 6 (Line Categories and Permitted Speeds 
for Different Axle Loads). 
Metre Loads 
The permitted metre load of rolling stock throughout the 
state-owned rail network is 8.0 tons/rn. 
3.3.2.3 Line Gradients 
The maximum gradient is 20 mm/rn on the main lines and 
22.5 mm on the secondary lines. The characteristic gradients 
of the line sections are indicated in Appendix I (Infrastructure 
Register). 
3.3.2.4 Line Speeds 
The maximum speed is 220 km/h for passenger trains and 
120 km/h for freight trains. The speeds permitted for pas-
senger and freight trains on the rail network are indicated in 
Appendix 6 (Line Categories and Permitted Speeds for Dif -
ferent Axle Loads). 
3.3.2.5 Maximum Train Lengths 
The maximum train length on a line section shall be such 
that trains can also use secondary tracks at the traffic op-
erating points. Trains need not, however, be capable of 
using all secondary tracks at all traffic operating points. The 
train lengths used for dimensioning line sections are 550, 
625, 725, 825 and 925 metres. The longest secondary tracks 
at each traffic operating points are indicated in Appendix 2 
(Rail Traffic Operating Point Register). 
3.3.2.6 Power Supply 
The nominal voltage of the electrification is 25 kV/50 H2 
AC. On all electrified lines, power is taken from the contact 
line above the track. One or both of the running rails an 
return conductors form a return circuit.The neutral sectiom 
will be located at the overhead line substations. Rolling stock 
cannot collect current from these neutral sections. The main 
switch of locomotive/electric train must be opened at the 
neutral sections. The train is not allowed to stop at a neutral 
sections. 
The maximum zigzag of the contact wire is 4-00  rom. 
 The contact wire height can vary from 5600 to 6500 nim.The 
normal height is 6150 mm The electrified line sections are 
indicated in Appendix I (Infrastructure Register). 
For fixed installations, electrification is described in part 
5 "Sähköistetty rata" (Electrified railway) of the RAMO pub-
lication, and for the electric equipment of rolling stock in the 
LISO publication. 
3.3.3 Traffic Control and 
Communications Systems 
3.3.3.1 Signalling Systems 
The signalling systems in use are indicated in Appendix I 
(Infrastructure Register) and graphically in Appendix 7 (Sig-
nalling Systems). 
A line with section block is a line divided into block sec-
tions. Only one train may be in a block section at a time. 
Hot box detectors have been placed on the rail network 
at 50 km intervals on line sections on which the greatest speed 
is or can be over 160 km/h. In addition hot box detectors have 
been placed near the busiest junction stations. A map of the 
location of the hot box detectors is presented in Appendix 7. 
3.3.3.2 Traffic Control Systems 
The line sections equipped with an automated traffic control 
system are indicated in Appendix I (Infrastructure Register) 
and in Appendix 7 (Signalling Systems). The following auto-
mated traffic control systems are used: centralised traffic cont
-ro!;  train detection and train integrity monitoring; and radio
control. On the CTC- and radio-controlled lines, all routes 
are equipped with the remote control of points and routes. 
On the secondary, loading and storage sidings of these line 
sections, however, local route setting may also be necessary. 
On radio-controlled lines, routes shall be set locally if it is 
necessary to operate on secondary, loading or storage sidings. 
3.3.3.3 Communications Systems 
All communication between traffic control, traffic operators 
and railway work must take place in Finnish. Traffic control, 
driver and the person responsible for the railway work must 
have access to the information stated in the regulations and 
working instructions. 
The Finnish Rail Agency sets regulations on, for exam-
ple, traffic operation, railway work and communications. The 
valid regulations can be obtained at the Finnish Rail Agency 
 website  at http:/ /www.rautatievirasto.fi . 
RHK provides working instructions that deal with traf-
fic control, traffic operation, railway work and communica-
tions, and complement the regulations. The valid working 
instructions can be obtained at the RHK website at http:// 
www.rhk.fi . Contact information for traffic control can be 
obtained at the RHK website. 
Information of abnormal events or situations will be pro-
vided via the Infrastructure Restriction Database (ETJ), main-
tained by RHK, and through notifications given by the traffic 
control. Drivers and persons responsible for the railway work 
must have knowledge of the advance notifications that are valid 
for the duration of the work/journey and in the working areal 
track sections of the journey. They must also have the contact 
information for the traffic control. 
RHK records the verbal communication between the 
traffic control, traffic operators and railway workers,  i.e. per-
mits and notifications, in the most comprehensive manner p05-
sible.The authorities will use these recordings for monitoring 
verbal communication and examining accidents and dangerous 
situations. 
A new communications system,  RAILI Network, will 
be taken into use on the state-owned rail network at the 
beginning of 2009. The RAILI network includes a new 
GSM-R radio network, which complies with the technical rail-
way interoperability specifications of the European  Union.The 
 supplementary communications network of traffic control dis-
patchers will be introduced simultaneously. The old analogue 
radio networks (railway yard and line radio networks) will 
be abandoned once RAILI is fully implemented. The GSM-R 
radio network will cover most of the state-owned rail network. 
Some track sections will remain outside the RAILI network, 
but on the other hand, the RAILI network oflrs good cover-
age for hand-held radios in certain operating points. Detailed 
quality information can be found in the map and appendices of 
the RAILI network design standards. More information can be 
found on the RHK website at http://www.rhk.fi . 
Traffic control, railway companies and contractors must 
use the RAILI network as their primary communications chan-
nel. If RAILI network cannot be used for a technical reason or 
poor GSM-R radio network reception, the parties must use 
other available phone or mobile phone networks. The traffic 
control, and also train drivers, shunting managers, and per-
sons responsible for the railway work must be informed of any 
faults preventing or hindering the use of RAILI network, and 
alternative contact information in accordance with the com-
munications instructions. 
3.3.3.4 ATP Systems 
Automatic train protection means equipment with which it 
is ensured that trains keep to the speed limits and obey other 
signals. 
As of 1 January 2009, the pulling stock and work 
machines used in rail traffic must have an automatic train pro-
tection control unit. The Finnish Rail Agency provides more 
information, if necessary. 
3.4 	Traffic Restrictions 
3.4.1 	Specialised Infrastructure 
RHK may designate a train path or a part of it as specialised 
infrastructure, if there are sufficiently alternative routes for 
other traffic. Specialised infrastructure refers to a train path 
or a part of it on which priority is given to the type of traffic 
for which the infrastructure is specialised. So far RHK has not 
designated any line section in Finland as specialised infrastruc-
ture. 
3.4.2 Environmental Restrictions 
The requirements laid down in the Finnish Rail Agency's 
LIMO publication are applied when registering rolling stock. 
LIMO sets out general and special requirements for rolling 
stock concerning noise, vibration, electromagnetic interfer-
ences, emissions, environmentally dangerous substances and 
the use of recycled construction materials. 
Vibration-related speed restrictions are imposed on 
parts of the railway line on fourteen line sections throughout 
 Finland.The  restrictions mainly apply to over 3,000 ton gross 
weight heavy trains (Appendix 8).  

3.8.3 Maintenance and 
Service Facilities 
The 400 and 1,500 V power suppiy facilities for rolling stock 
are indicated in Appendix 2 (Rail Traffic Operating Point 
Register). For the 400V power suppiy, also the maximum cur-
rent available is indicated in amperes. The use of maintenance 
and service facilities requires an agreement with their owner. 
3.8.4 Refuelling Facilities 
The Finnish Rail Administration does not own refuelling 
equipment or provide refuelling services. The Appendix 2 
(Rail Traffic Operating Point Register) shows the refuelling 
facilities on traffic operating points. The use of refuelling 
facilities requires an agreement with their owner. 
3.8.5 Technical Equipment 
The use of other technical equipment (e.g. scales, cranes, etc.) 
must be agreed with their respective owners.The Finnish Rail 
Administration does not provide this equipment for railway 
undertakings to use. The Appendix 2 (Rail Traffic Operating 
Point Register) shows the cranes located on traffic operating 
points. 
3.9 	Infrastructure Development 
Rail network development plans are presented in  RHK's 
 Action and Financial plan for the years 2009-2012. At the 
end of 2006, approximately I / 5 of the rail network had a 
superstructure more than 30 years old and in need of reno-
vation. The most critical challenge for the track maintenance 
during this planning period is the completion of the renova-
tion, which to date has progressed well, and its extension to 
railway yards. At the same time increased costs brought on by 
the increase in the prices of technology and materials must be 
kept under control. 
Discussions over the future of the part of the rail net-
work with low traffic volumes will be held during this plan- 
fling period. Decisions concerning the length of the railway 
network must be made before the renovation of track sections 
with low traffic volumes becomes  inevitable.The 2008 budget 
proposal of the Ministry of Finance includes the renewal of the 
superstructure on the Savonlinna-Huutokoski track section, 
but the fate of other track sections with little traffic remains 
undecided at the time of publishing the Network Statement. 
The development plans for the years beyond the period 
covered by the Action and Financial Plan are presented in the 





The legal framework of capacity allocation is described in the 
Railway Act (555/2006) and in the Government Decree on 
the Timetable Period in Rail Traffic and Applying for  lnfra
-structure Capacity (751/2006). 
4.2 	Description 
Capacity for operating regular train services on the state- 
owned rail network shall be requested from  RHK for each 
timetable period within the time defined. Capacity for regu-
lar train services can also be requested during the timetable 
 period.The  schedule for train path requests and for allocation
is shown in a diagrammatic form in Figure 6. It is also possible 
to make ad hoc requests for capacity for other than regular 
traffic. 
Requesting Rail Capacity 
The principles of capacity requests are described in the Rail-
way Act (555/2006) and in the Government Decree on the 
Timetable Period in Rail Traffic and Applying for Infrastruc-
ture Capacity (75 /2006). In order to specify the Act and 
Decree, the Finnish Rail Administration has drawn up a regu-
lation for requesting rail capacity. The regulation and its de-
tailed schedule and information on possible changes to rail 
capacity request procedures can be obtained from the Traffic 
Control Unit at RHK's Traffic Systems Department.The same 
information is available aiso on the RHK website at http:/ / 
www.rhk.fI. 
RHK started an implementation project in the autumn 
of 2007, with the objective to build an IT system for the rail 
capacity management (LIIKE). At the time of publishing the 
Network Statement, the objective is to start using the  LIIKE 
 system for the handling of capacity requests for regular  ser-
vices in 2008. 
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4.3 	Schedule for Train Path 
Requests and Allocation 
Capacity Requests 
4.3.1 Schedule for 
Working Timetable 
The timetable period in rail traffic starts annually at the 
second weekend of December, at 00.00  hrs on the night 
between Saturday and Sunday, and ends at the corresponding 
time the following year. The timetable period 2009 will start 
on 14.12.2008 and end on 12.12.2009. Correspondingly, the 
timetable period 2010 will start on 13.12.2009 and end on 
11.12.2010. Applicants for capacity shall request capacity no 
earlier than 12 and no later than 8 months ahead of the time-
table period. One request may include all the changes in traf-
fic to be made during the timetable period. 
Decisions on the allocation of capacity for regular ser-
vices may be changed for the rest of the  thnetable period 
during the timetable period concerned at specified dates, pro-
vided that these changes do not affect the capacity allocated to 
other railway undertakings or to international traffic within the 
European Economic Area. The changes may take effect at 
00.00 hrs on the night between Saturday and Sunday in the 
beginning of the timetable period and at the weekend follow-
ing the end of the school year. In addition to the above dates, 
the Finnish Rail Administration may for special reasons decide 
on other dates on which changes can take place. At the time 
of publishing the Network Statement, the parties have had 
the chance to apply for changes in the capacity allocated for 
regular services on given dates, which have been six weeks 
apart on average.The Finnish Rail Administration shall inform 
all railway undertakings of possible new dates on which the 
capacity for regular services may be changed.The decision on 
the dates for applying changes will also be published in Finlex 
 at  http://www.finlex.fi . 
Requests for changing capacity allocated for regular 
services must be submitted no later than four weeks before 
the date on which the change shall take effect. 
4.3.2 Schedule for requests for train 
paths outside the timetabling 
process (ad hoc requests) 
Applicants for capacity may request capacity from  RHK 
 regardless of the prescribed period if they urgently need 
capacity for one or more provisional train paths. Ad hoc 
capacity requests for the time period between the change dates 
can be made after the capacity application period has ended. 
Rail capacity for museum traffic can be applied no earlier than 
four months before the scheduled departure. The Finnish Rail 
Administration will announce its decision concerning the 
capacity request within five working days of receiving the 
application. The more detailed application instructions can 
be found in RHK's regulation on its website at http:// 
www.rhk.fi . 
Figure 7. Dates on which the capacity for regular services may be changed during the timetable period 2009.  
4.4 	Allocation Process Confirmation of the Capacity 
Allocation Proposal 
4.4.1 	Coordination Process 
Based on the capacity allocation proposal and the comments 
Based on the applications, RHK draws up the capacity alloca- 	il presented by the parties involved, RHK shall decide on the 
tion proposal (called "draft working timetable" in the Railway allocation of rail capacity on a fair and non -discriminato- 
Act) for the next timetable period no later than four months ry basis. ln deciding, RHK shall pay particular attention to 
after the deadline for the submission of requests for capacity. the needs of passenger and freight traffic and infrastructure 
It has, however, been agreed by European railway infrastruc- maintenance, as well as to efficient use of the rail network.  
ture managers that no more than 2.5 months shall be used for The priority order determined for specialised and congested 
the coordination of requests. The capacity allocation proposal infrastructure shall also he taken into account, unless other- 
contains information on the capacity that RHK proposes to wise provided in this chapter. 
allocate to an applicant only to such an extent and with such 
restrictions as is necessary for implementing traffic control Allocating Ad Hoc Rail Capacity 
for the use of this capacity. 
i RHK allocates the requested ad hoc capacity if there is suf- 
The capacity allocation proposal is primarily based on ficient capacity for the use specified in the request. Unless 
the assumption that the requested capacity will be allocated, otherwise provided in the Railway Act, the ad hoc capacity is 
provided that the different train paths enable railway traffic allocated on a first-come first-served basis. 
to he operated in accordance with the technical and safety 	I 
requirements. In order to improve the use of rail capacity, 4.4.2 	Dispute Resolution  
RHK may, however, offer applicants capacity that does not 
essentially differ from the capacity they have requested. RHK 	a 
Railway undertakings may appeal against a capacity allocation 
may also decide not to allocate capacity, provided that reserve  decision by RHK by filing a claim for rectification with the 
- 	 . 	i capacity is needed for the timetable period as a result of the 	a 
Regulatory Body. For further information, see 1.4.3. 
priority order applied to rail traffic. 
4.4.3 	Congested Infrastructure  
RHK sends the capacity allocation proposal to applicants 	I 
i for information within the prescribed period of time and gives 	a 
RHK declares an element of infrastructure or a part of it 
them the opportunity to comment. Comments shall be pre- 	a 
to be congested infrastructure if the coordination of several 
• 	 i sented within 30 days after receipt of the capacity allocation 	a 
requests for the same infrastructure has not led to a satisfac- 
- 	 • 
proposal. Customers purchasing freight transport services and  tory result. RHK may also designate an element of infrastruc - 
associations representing purchasers of rail transport services ture as congested if it is evident that it will become congested 
a also have the right to present comments on the capacity  alloca- 	a during the timetable period. 
tion proposal within 30 days, counted Ironi the date on which If there are several applications for the same infrastruc- 
RHK publishes an announcement in its collection of regula- ture, the priority order is as presented in Table 1. Application  
tions that the capacity allocation proposal has been prepared. 	I of this priority order is based on the assumption that each train 
I can be defined during its whole journey by one of the terms 
Coordination for the Timetable Period 	I listed in the table.The term by which the train is defined may 
I If there are several applicants for the same capacity or the change during the journey of the train. 
requested capacity affects the capacity requested by another 
applicant, RHK will attempt to coordinate the requests 	== 
between the applicants. In such cases, RHK may offer the 
applicants capacity that does not essentially differ from the 
capacity they have requested. 
If the coordination of the requests between the appli- 
cants does not lead to a satisfactory result,  RHK decides on the 	I 
priority order in each individual case on the grounds laid down 	I 
fri the Railway Act. RHK shall decide on an individual priority 	I 
order no later than ten days after coordination has ended. 	I 
1 
Table 1. Priority order on congested infrastructure. 
Priority 	Traffic 
1 	Synergic passenger traffic entity 
2.a 	Express train traffic 2 
2.b 	Transport for the processing industry 
3.a 	Local and other passenger traffic 
3.b 	Other regular freight traffic 
4. Freight traffic not requiring strict transport times 
5. Other traffic 
The term "synergic passenger traffic entity" refers in 
passenger traffic to the whole of trains which form a trans-
port system producing clear added value for customers. 
A system of this kind is, for example, traffic operated 
according to the basic interval timetable 
2 The term "express train traffic" refers to traffic which in 
some respect does not belong within the scope of the 
synergy-producing traffic system. International passenger 
traffic may belong in this category. 
The term "transport for the processing industry" mainly 
refers to transport whose immediate place of destination 
or origin is a port or a private siding. This transport is 
essentially connected with total logistics management.This 
group includes, in particular, combined transport, trans-
port for the wood-processing industry and transport to 
ports. 
For example, traffic connected with track work or museum 
train traffic. 
Derogation from the Priority Order 
Laid Down in the Network Statement  
RHK may by a separate decision make a derogation from 
the general priority order laid down in the Railway Act and 
the Network Statement in favour of an applicant operating 
international traffic or such traffic as otherwise maintains or 
improves the functioning of the rail transport system or public 
transport.The same applies to cases where the rejection of the 
application would cause unreasonable damage to applicants, 
railway undertakings, international groupings of railway 
undertakings or to the business activities of their customers. 
4.5 	Allocation of Capacity for 
Maintenance, Renewal 
and Enhancements 
The rail network may also be used for transferring track 
machines from bases to worksites, between worksites, and 
for maintenance purposes. Certain tracks are mainly used for 
maintenance purposes. A list of these tracks can be requested 
from RHK's Rail Data Unit of the Rail Network Department. 
ln accordance with the Railway Act, an operating licence is 
required for traffic outside the area reserved for infrastruc-
ture maintenance if track machines are transferred as a train, 
and also if the traffic is connected to track work. The operat-
ing licence will be granted upon application for a maximum 
of five years at a tinie.The prerequisite for granting the ope-
rating licence is that the maintenance / railway work under-
taking has sufficient liability insurance and risk management 
system, their rolling stock has been approved by the Finnish 
Rail Agency and those handling the traffic operation have 
the required competence. Moreover, track machine move-
ments shall be agreed upon separately with RHK. The track 
machines running on the rail network and their crews shall 
meet the requirements laid down under 2.8 and 2.9. 
'l'rack works which will probably be carried out during 
the timetable period 2009 and which are likely to have an 
impact on train traffic are indicated in Appendix Il .The work-
ing programme, timing of tasks, and the breaks required for 
the work will change as the funding and plans become more 
focused. Once the Network Statement is published, RHK will 
maintain up-to-date information on the working programme 
for the upcoming timetable period, and regularly inform 
the rail capacity applicants about the programme. RHK will 
decide separately on all railway work and breaks required 
for their completion. The decision will be made prior to the 
upcoming timetable period, that is in December 2008 for the 
timetable period 2009. 
Any required maintenance breaks or changes to an ear-
lier decision, arising after the decision has been made, can be 
discussed separately, if necessary. The basic rule is that breaks 
requiring traffic arrangements are no longer arranged at this 
stage, but instead the work requested after the decision will be 
carried out according to (or in between) the traffic. 
In addition to the aforementioned, the person or group 
applying for the working break must contact the regional traf-
fic planner separately for each request and agree on the work-
ing break and its details in accordance with the RHK's working 
break decision no later than two months before the work is 
scheduled to start. 
The party performing the work must have reserved the 
track and, if necessary, a voltage cut-off prior to starting the 
work in the agreed working breaks. 
4.6 	Non-usage Rules  
RHK has the right to cancel the capacity allocated to an 
applicant, or a part of it, if the applicant has used this capa-
city ovcr a period of not less than 30 days less than required 
by the threshold quota specified below. In Finland, the thres-
hold quota for the minimum use of capacity is 80  %, except 
on the line sections Helsinki—Kerava, Helsinki—Vantaankoski 
 and  Helsinki_Leppävaara, where the threshold quota for the
minimum use is 95 %. 
RHK may not, however, cancel the capacity if the failure 
to use it is due to non-economic reasons beyond the applicant 
or the railway undertaking's control. RHK always cancels the 
capacity for such a period during which the railway under-
taking does not have a safety certificate for operating rail ser-
vices. 
4.7 	Exceptional Transport 
and Dangerous Goods 
For information on the transport of dangerous goods, see 
point 3.4.3, Dangerous Goods. Regulations concerning rail-
way traffic and rolling stock are available on the Internet pages 
of the Finlex Data Bank and other instructions on the Finnish 
Rail Agency and RHK Internet pages. 
4.8 	Special Measures to Be Taken 
in the Event of Disturbance 
4.8.1 	Principles 
RHK has the right to cancel the capacity completely or par-
tially on a train path provisionally out of service due to a 
technical failure in the railway network, an accident or other 
incident. 
In such case, RHK offers the operator alternative train 
paths, as far as possible. RHK is, however, not obliged to com-
pensate for damage that may be caused to the operator, unless 
otherwise agreed upon with the operator in conformity with 
the Railway Act.  
4.8.2 Operational Regulation  
RHK is preparing instructions on how to clear disturbances 
in rail traffic.The instructions can be found on the RHK web- 
site at http://www.rhk.fi . RHK defines the rules for man-
aging disturbances between railway undertakings. Railway 
undertakings have the right to present their own proposals 
for instructions how to handle disturbances connected with 
their own trains.The liability for harm and damages caused by 
disturbances shall be agreed with RHK. 
4.8.3 Foreseen Problems 
Disturbances are to be dealt with in accordance with  RHK's 
 instructions. 
4.8.4 Unforeseen Problems  
RHK, railway undertakings and railway maintenance 
 dertakings  shall be prepared for railway accidents in their 
fields of activity. The principle is that railway undertak-
ings and railway track contractors shall be prepared to clear 
their own vehicles and the transported freight off the track, 
as well as remedy the damage caused to the environment 
within a reasonable time after the accident. Each under-
taking shall draw up an emergency preparedness plan. The 
preparedness measures included in the plan shall be taken 
before traffic operating is started. The undertakings them-
selves bear the costs caused by the creation and maintenance 
of the emergency preparedness system.The costs caused by an 
accident are borne by the party having caused the accident in 
accordance with the Act on Liability in Track-Guided Traffic 
and the Tort Liability Act  
RHK shall be prepared to restore the track quickly to 
operable condition and within a reasonable time to the condi-
tion it had before the accident.  RHK agrees thereupon when 
making the rail network maintenance agreements. 
The Ministry of Transport and Communications decides 
on the emergency preparedness obligations of each under-
taking, depending on the nature and extent  ol its activities. 
5 Services 
5.1 	Introduction 
The legal framework of capacity allocation is described in the 
Railway Act (555/2006) 
The Government is currently drafting its decree on the serv-
ices offered to the rail traffic operators. Services  concer-ning 
 the usability of the rail network are described in Appendix 2 
(Rail Traffic Operating Point Register) of the Network State-
ment. These services may be supplied by  RHK or other par-
ties. 
5.2 	Services Offered by RHK 
RHK offers rail traffic operators on the state-owned rail net-
work the right against payment to utilise the train paths in 
accordance with the capacity granted to it by RFIK, marshal-
ling yards, storage sidings, loading tracks and other tracks and 
passenger platforms. RHK also offers train traffic control pas-
senger information and public address systems at the railway 
stations specified in the Network Statement (Appendix 12). 
Use of capacity includes the right of the traffic operator 
to use of RHK's electricity supply network for traffic on the 
electrified line sections specified in the Network Statement. 
 RHK  does not, however, provide the electricity but the traffic
operator shall conclude an agreement with a service provider. 
 RHK  also does not provide refuelling facilities. 
RHK can offer services on a commercial basis for the 
use of railway operators. The additional services could com-
prise, for example, the use of buildings and land areas owned 
by RHK. 
The use of services provided by RHK is agreed upon 
between the parties in the access contract or in a separate 
lease agreement.  
5.3 	Services Offered by Others 
Railway undertakings are obliged to supply certain services 
and track access to services facilities for the use of railway un-
dertakings if only one undertaking provides these services and 
it is not possible to otherwise arrange them. The availability 
of services shall be negotiated and an agreement shall be con-
cluded with the service provider. The service provider has the 
right to charge a payment for its services. The payment shall 
be equitable for all railway undertakings and reasonable with 
respect to the costs incurred from providing the service. 
Services supplied by others may include, for example: 
 •  use of electrical supply equipment  
• use of refuelling equipment  
• use of passenger stations  
• use of freight terminals  
• use of train formation yards 
• use of train formation equipment  
• use of depot sidings 
• premises and equipment needed for the servicing and 
maintenance of rolling stock 
• use of other technical devices (e.g. sand distributors, water 
and electrical connections for rolling stock, radiation mea-
surement devices, tank wagon filling gauges, wagon scales, 
and brake testing equipment), and  
• training services for those involved in traffic safety tasks  
6 Charges 
	
6.1 	Charging Principles and 
Services Included in the 
Infrastructure Charge 
The legal framework of the basic infrastructure charge is 
described in the Railway Act (55 5 / 2006), Railway Infra-
structure Tax (605/2003) and the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications Decree on the basic infrastructure charge 
(756/2006). 
The basic infrastructure charge covers the minimum 
access package (the minimum access package is described 
under 5.2.), including track access to service facilities on the 
state-owned rail network. 
6.2 	Infrastructure Charge System 
The infrastructure charge system will be changed. The basic 
principle remains that RHK shall collect a basic infrastructure 
charge from railway operators on a fair and non-discrimina-
tory basis for the minimum access package and track access 
to service facilities, calculated on the actual level of use. The 
basic infrastructure charge shall always be based on the costs 
directly caused by the operation of railway traffic. The infra-
structure tax consists of a charge for external costs and a supp-
lementary charge in accordance with the Capacity and Infra-
structure Charge Directive. In the charge for external costs, 
the environmental effects caused by the operation of rail traf-
fic can be taken into account. The supplementary charge can 
be collected for covering the full amount of the costs caused 
by the use of the infrastructure. Furthermore, investhient tax 
will be collected for the Kerava-Lahti line section until 31 
August 2021 in order to cover the long-term expenses of the 
investment. 
6.3 	Tariffs 
The infrastructure charge consists of the charges mentioned 
inLible 2. 
6.4 	Incentive System 
for the Charges 
Finland is not using an extensive incentive system for the 
charges. All compensation for the rail network availability and 
possible breaks will be agreed in the rail network access con-
tract. 
6.5 	Changes to Charges 
No changes to the inirastructuic iIiaIo' arc cxpccld. 
6.6 	Billing Arrangements  
RHK invoices the infrastructure charge each calendar month 
based on the realised performances of the previous month. 
'The rail traffic operator must provide its monthly trafhc 
reports for invoicing purposes to the state's Service Centr. 
who takes care oj' RHK's invoicing. The address of the ServO 
Centre was not known at the time of publishing the Netwo: 
Statement, so the updated address and invoicing informati 
can be found on the RHK website at http://www.rhkui . 
RHK does not require any guarantee for the payment 
of infrastructure charges. The infrastructure charge and other 
charges connected with it are, however, subject to distraint 
without sentence or decision. 
Table 2. Infrastructure charge. 
Basic charge  - - Freight traffic 0.1227 cent! gross tonne-kilometre 
- 	- Passenger traffic 0.1189 cent! gross tonne kilometre 
Infrastructure tax Freight traffic 
• electric 005 cent/ gross tonne-kilornetre 
• diesel 0.1 centl gross tonne-kilometre 
Passenger traffic 0.01 cent! gross tonne-k!lornetre 
Investment tax Freight traffic 0.5 cent! gross tonne-kilometre 
(for line section Passenger traffic 0.5 cent! gross tonne-kilometre 
Kerava-Lahti) 
Index 
Access requirements 	 . 12- 15 
Access contract 	........................... 12, 14- 
Accidents 	................................. 28 
Ad hoc request 	........................... 24-26 
Allocation process 	......................... 25---27 
Axle loads................................. 20 
Border stations 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 ........................ 16 
Capacity allocation proposal 	.................... 26 
Congested capacity 	........................ 26 27 
Dangerous goods 	......................... 22, 28 
Draft working timetable ....................... 26 
Environmental restrictions 	..................... 21 
Electrification 	............................ 20, 22 
Event of disturbance.......................... 28 
Framework agreement ........................ 14 
Gradient.................................. 20 
Infrastructure 	.............................. 20 
Infrastructure capabilities 	...................... 20 
Infrastructure charge 	......................... 30 
Infrastructure development ..................... 23 
Infrastructure tax ............................ 30 
Metre loads 	............................... 20 
Ministry of Transport and Communications ..... 9, 13, 28 
Museum train traffic.................. 12-13, 15,25 
Operating licence.......................... 12-I 3 
OSS activities 	.............................. 10 
Priority order for rail capacity ................. 26-27 
RailNetEurope 	............................ 8, 10 
Regulatory body 	........................... 8, 26 
Requesting rail capacity 	..................... 24-2 S 
Safety certificate 	.......................... 12-14 
Services 	.................................. 29 
Signalling systems 	......................... 20 -21 
Specialised infrastructure 	...................... 2 1 
Speed.................................... 20 
TEN (TransEuropean) Network ................. 19 
Timetable period 	....................... 8, 24-27 
Track gauge................................ 16 
Trackworks 	.............................. 8,27 
Traffic control ............................ 20-21 
Traffic operating points...................... 16, 18 
Traffic restrictions 	......................... 20-2 1 
Traffic safety communication .................... 20 
Train paths 	.............................. 16-2 3 
Urgently needed capacity 	.................... 24-26 




On 	 "yes" 
no 
AC2 	 eletrification voltage 25 kV / 50Hz 
ATP -VR/RHK Automatic train protection 
Chart columns: 	
- 
• Traffic operating points (Node of' the network) mdi- I 
cates all traffic operating points where the route of the 
train can he changed. 
• Length of line is the distance between traffic operating 
points (Nodes of the network).  
• Max gradient is the maximum gradient measured in a I 
distance of' 1,200 m. 
• ElectrifIcation system indicates that the section of line 
is electrified. 
• Section blocking or radio-controlled section mdi-
cates thatan automatic safety device system ism use in order to I 
protect the railway traffic.  
• ATP indicates that the section of line is equipped with pan- I 
European safety device system and GSM-R radio network.  
• ERTMS indicates that the section of line is equipped with I 
pan-European safety device system and GSM-R radio 
network. 
• ATP coding for tilting trains indicates the sections on I 
which ATP allows higher speeds for tilting trains.  
• Radio system indicates whether the type of commu- I 
nication equipment in use between the driver and traffic 
control is analogue (linjaradio) or digital (GSM-R). 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































K in columns regarding 
traffic control 
Min columns regarding 
traffic control 
Chart Columns: 
• Name refers the official name of the station and is used in 
traffic safety work. 
• Another name is the name of a traffic operating point in 
Finland's second official language. Another name is usu-
ally a Swedish name and only in Sköldvik is the Finnish 
name Kilpilahti used as another name, contrary to what 
the present language situation in the municipality would 
imply. 
• Km Hki describes the distance of a traffic operating point 
to the old station hall of Helsinki (already torn down), 
measured by a track kilometre system. According to the 
system, the location of all elements on tracks is fixed to 
landmarks. 
• Municipality refers to the municipality in which the traf-
fic operating point is located.  
• Traffic control describes, whether the traffic operating 
point has the technical equipment to control the train traf-
fic manually or remote. It does not mean that traffic cont-
rol services are regularly provided.  
• Private sidings indicates that the traffic operating point 
has at least one connection to a e siding, owned or managed 
by a private owner (includes everyone except RHK). 
• Shunting indicates that the form of the tracks at a traffic 
operating point is such that it is possible to move at least 
a locomotive to the other end of a line of rolling stock 
without having to go through the main line of the traffic 
operating point. 
• Minimum and maximum platform length indicates 
the minimum and maximum length of platforms used by 
passenger trains at the traffic operating point. A passenger 
train should not be longer than the platform at which it 
stops. If the platform length is in brackets  ( ),  the platform 
is not maintained by RHK and services are operated at the 
responsibility of the railway undertaking.  
APPENDIX 2 Rail Traffic Operating Point Register/ 
Traffic Operating Point  
• Platform height indicates the nominal height ofplatforms 
 used by passenger trains, calculated from the surface of 
the rail. 
• Design train length indicates the longest track of a traffic 
operating point, other than the main line going through it. 
The length is measured in such a way that it is usable in 
both directions.  
• Power supply indicates at which traffic operating point it 
is possible to get 400 V or 1500 V electric current mainly 
for rolling stock or track machinery power supply purposes.  
• Side loading platform indicates which at which traffic 
operating point it is possible load freight cars from the side, 
and shows the maximum platform length at the traffic 
operating point. 
• End loading platform indicates at which traffic opera-
ting point it is possible load freight rolling stock from the 
end of the platform (combined transports).  
• Loading site indicates at which traffic operating point it 
is possible to load freight rolling stock at rail level.A typical 
example is loading of raw timber from a vehicle or an 
intermediate depot at a rail yard onto flatcars.  
• Crane indicates at which traffic operating point it is pos-
sible to use a crane to load wagons, and states the maxi-
mum capacity of the crane. This service is not provided by 
Finnish Rail Administration (RHK). 
• Fuel indicates at which traffic operating point there is a fuel 
distribution point. This service is not provided by Finnish 
Rail Administration (RHK). 
• Passenger traffic column shows the operating points 
where passenger traffic can be operated.  
• Freight traffic transport column shows the operating 
points where freight transport can be operated. 
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Movements in Tornio- 
Haaparanta Area 
Introduction 
The regulations set forth in Appendix 3 are based on the Train 
Safety Regulation adopted on S June 2005, and its specifica-
tions. Some changes will be made to the train safety regula-
tions at the beginning of 2008, after the publication of the 
Network Statement, and therefore this Appendix will be 
updated 111 its entirety on the RHK website at http:/ /www. 
rhk.fi . 
At the national border the area between signals HP 
6/3 andT 832 is called as a "Common zone", which is jointly 
reserved by the Swedish and Finnish traffic control operators. 
In principle, only one train movement is allowed at a 
time within the common zone, with the exception of irregular 
situations, such as engine failure or accident. 
These regulations have been made in co-operation 
between Banverket's North Swedish area and the Finish Rail 
Administration. 
Scope 
The regulations are applicable to cross-border movements 
between Tornio and Haaparanta, and within the common 
zone. 
Reference Documents  
• TRI (BVF 900.3) 	(Safety Regulation / 
Traffic Safety Instructions)  
• JT 	 (Train Safety Regulation) 
Definitions 
• Common zone 
The area to be jointly reserved by the Swedish and Finnish 
traffic control operators and limited on the Swedish side 
by the 6/3 intermediate signal and on the Finnish side by 
the T 832 ground signal. 
• Cross-border movement 
Movements entirely or partly operated within the move-
ment common zone.  
• Movement 
Refers to railway work and shunting.  
• Permission 
Refers to permission to allow movement to begin. 
 •  Swedish movement 
Shunting or railway work started in Sweden. 
• Finnish movement 
Shunting or railway work started in Finland. 
General 
The regulations are drafted in Swedish and Finnish with an 
identical content. 
No movement is allowed within the common zone with-
out the Swedish and Finnish traffic control operators having 
reserved the relevant section of line. 
More than one movement is allowed in the common 
zone only in irregular situations, such as engine failure or 
accident. In such cases, the work of several movements shall 
he agreed at the time. 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 





Movements are operated as specified in the Finnish JT, as 
"shunting" operations, and as specified in the Swedish TRI 
 (BVF  900.3), as "shunting" or "small-wagon shunting" opera-
tions. 
Messages and Message Transmission 
The Finnish staff shall be in contact with the Finnish traffic 
control operators, who will deliver message to the Swedish 
traffic control operators. 
The Swedish staff shall be in contact with the Swedish 
traffic control operators, who will deliver the message to the 
Finnish traffic control operators. 
Haaparanta-Tornio 
Prior to the commencement of a Swedish cross-border shun-
ting operation Haaparanta-Tornio direction, permission by 
the traffic control operators in Haaparanta is required. 
Prior to the commencement of a Finnish cross-border 
shunting operation Haaparanta-Tornio direction, permission 
by the traffic control operators in Tornio is required. 
The traffic control unit that granted a permission shall 
be notified of the completion of the movement. 
Tornio-Haaparanta  
Prior to the commencement of a Finnish cross-border shun-
ting operation Tornio-Haaparanta direction, permission by 
the traffic control operators in Tornio is required. 
Prior to the commencement of a Swedish cross-border 
shunting operation Tornio-Haaparanta direction, permission 
by the traffic control operators in Haapararita is required. 
The traffic control unit that granted permission shall be 
notified of the completion of the movement. 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
Railway Work within 
the Common Zone 
General 
The Finnish staff shall be in contact with the Finnish traffic 
control operators transmitting possible messages to and from 
the Swedish traffic control operators. 
The Swedish staff shall be in contact with the Swedish 
traffic control operators transmitting possible messages to and 
from the Finnish traffic control operators. 
Swedish Staff 
The permission of the Haaparanta traffic control operators is 
required for work carried out by the Swedish staff within the 
common zone. 
Prior to the granting permission, the Haaparanta and 
Tornio traffic control operators shall reserve the common 
zone. 
The Haaparanta traffic control operators shall be noti-
fied of the completion of the work. 
Finnish Staff 
The permission of the Tornio traffic control operators is 
required for work carried out by the Finnish staff within the 
common zone. 
Prior to granting permission, theTornio and Haaparanta 
traffic control operators shall reserve common zone. 
The Tornio traffic control operators shall be notified of 
the completion of the work. 
Safety Calls and 
Documentation 
Safety Calls 
The safety calls between the Swedish and Finnish traffic 
control operators shall be conducted either in Swedish or in 
Finnish. 
There is a word list with translations in Appendix 5, 
while Appendix 6 includes examples of phrases to be used. 
The safety calls shall be repeated. 
Train Log 
A train log shall be used according to the instructions and 
regulations of the traffic control. 
Reservation of 
Common Zone 
The reservation of the common zone shall be operated jointly 
by the Swedish and Finnish traffic control operators. 
The clearance of the occupancy of the common zone 




The maximum permitted speeds are specified in the speed 
signs, which are described in Appendix 2. 
Accidents 
Any accident or risk of accident shall be reported to traffic 
control operators. 
Manual Signalling 
The Swedish shunng staff shall implement manual  signallin2 
 as specified in  BVF 900.3, irrespective of whether the acthity
 takes place on the Swedish or Finnish side of the border. 
The Finnish shunting staff shall implement manual sig-
nalling as specified in JT, irrespective of whether the activity 
takes place on the Finnish or Swedish side of the border. 
A "stop" signal shall always be followed, irrespective 
of whether it is operated in conformity with the Swedish or 
Finnish regulations. 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
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Appendix I 
Signals and Signal Aspects 
The signals are applicable in conformity with the regulations of the country concerned. 
Haaparanta-Tornio Direction 
From Finnish tracks, intermediate signal (main ground signal) 1/6 km 1310.845. 
"Stop' 	 'Proceed" 
	
'Proceed - check clearance" 
	
"Proceed - check turnouts 
and clearance"  
From Swedish tracks, intermediate signal 5/6 km 1310.697 
uN  "Stop" 	 "Proceed- check turnouts and 
clearance" 





Common track,TornioT 832, km 886.8 
"Proceed with caution" 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
fÅ. 
Tornio-Haaparanta Direction 
No optical signals are used in Tornio for movements towards Sweden. 
Intermediate signal 6/3, km 1311.012 
I 
Stop" 	 "Proceed - check 
turnouts and clearance" 
Appendix 2 
Speed Signs 
In conformity with JT 
Maximum permitted speed 
(the example displaying max. 30 km/h) 
In conformity with BVF 900.3 
Maximum permitted speed 
(the example displaying max. 30 km/h) 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
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Appendix 3 
"Stop" Signalling 
In conformity with BVF 900.3 
H" I I 1 
Read: Stop 
In conformity with JT 
iT,12  
Read: Stop 
vi * m P 
Read: Danger (emergency stop) 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
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Appendix 4 
Drawing of Haaparanta-Tornio Area 
Common Zone 
Sweden 	 Finland 
Finnish track 	 I 	 Swedish track 
U / 
6/3 iiiiiir. 	 Finnishtrack 












 Station  
Fara 
Stoppsignal 





















Reserved / Occupied 






Passing of signal 
Signal / Signal aspect 
Repeat 
Correctly read 
APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
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Appendix 6 
Example Phrases 
Zone reservation request for shunting work 
Swe:Tagklarerarcn 	, reserverad zon Haparanda—Tornca, vaxling. 
Fin: Liikenteenohjaus , varaus Haaparanta -Tornio välille, vaihtotyö.  
Eng: Traffic control __________, reservation Haaparanta —Tornio, shunting. 
Zone reservation request for railway work  
Swe:Tagklareraren _____________,  reserverad zon Haparanda -ibrnea, arbete. 
Fin: Liikenteenohjaus 	, varaus välille Haaparanta--Tornio, työ. 
Eng: Traffic control __________, reservation Haaparanta—Tornio, work. 
Clearance ofocupied zone 
Swe: Tagklareraren __________, upphävande reserverad zon 	- 
Fin: Liikenteenohjaus 	, varauksen peruuttaminen välille___________  - 
Eng: Traffic control _______, clearance of occupied zone_________ - 
Request for reservation in dangerous situation 
Swe:Tagklareraren 	 , Fara Haparanda_-Tornea. 
Fin: Liikenteenohjaus , vaara Haaparanta—Tornio, 
Eng: Traffic control __________, danger Haaparanta— Tornio. 
Permission to pass stop signal aspect, Haaparanta 
Swe:Tagklareraren Haparanda, medgivande att passera  signal (ett -sex) och/eller (atta-tre) och/eller (sex -atta) 
Fin: Liikenteenohjaus Haaparanta, lupa ohittaa opastin (yksi-kuusi) ja/tai (kandeksan-kolme) ja/tai (kuusi-kandeksan) 
 Eng:Traffic  control Haaparanta, permission to pass signal (one-six) and/or (eight-three) and/or (six-eight) 
Permission to pass stop signal aspect,Tornio 
Swe: TagklarerarenTornea, växling, niedgivande att passera signal (T tta-tre -tva) 
Fin: Liikenteenohjaus Tornio, vaihtotyö, lupa ohittaa opastin (T kandeksan-kolme-kaksi  ) 
Eng: Traffic control Tornio, shunting, permission to pass signal (T eight-three-two) 
Correctly read 
Swe: Rätt uppfattat 
Fin: Oikein ymmärretty 





APPENDIX 3 Transport Operation Regulations for Cross-border 
Movements in Tornio-Haaparanta Area 
Appendix 4 
Loading Gauge 
The loading gauge (KU) refers to the space inside which the 
load on an open wagon shall remain, when the wagon is in 
the centre position on a straight, even track. 
KU 
Figure 1. Principal dimensions of the loading gauge. 
Use of the Loading Gauge 
The loading gauge is valid on the whole rail network with the 
exceptions mentioned below. 
The loading gauge may be used for wagons in which 
the wheelbase or the distance between bogie centres is max. 
17.5 m and the length of the loading area of the wagon out-
side the wheelbase or the distance between bogie centres max. 
0.2 times the length of the wheelbase or the distance between 
bogie centres. In other cases, loading shall be examined sepa-
rately. 
If there is a risk that the load may be displaced laterally 
outside the loading gauge during transportation, the width of 
the load shall be reduced correspondingly. If the displacement 
of the load may increase the height of some parts of the load 
so that they extend outside the loading gauge, the height of the 
load shall be reduced correspondingly. 
If the load extends below the Iloor level of the wagon, 
the regulations concerning the vehicle gauge  (LKU) are 
applied or the load is carried as a special transport. 
Loading Gauge Restrictions 
The bridges on the line section Helsinki (passenger rail-
way yard) Pasila (passenger railway yard) Ilmala (depot) 
restrict the loading gauge. The loading gauge valid on these 
bridges is marked with dashed line  (------)  on the loading 
gauge drawing (Figure 1). 
On several industrial and other sidings, there are loading 
gauge restrictions, which shall be taken into account in local 
traffic operating. 
Transports Exceeding 
the Loading Gauge 
Lorries, lorry trailers and containers exceeding the loading 
gauge may be transported on separately specified line sections 
on the conditions laid down in the transport permit. 
Other transports exceeding the loading gauge are trans-
ported as special transports. 
APPENDIX 4 Loading Gauge 
Appendix 5 
Structure Gauge 
The form and dimensions of the structure gauge (ATU) on a 
straight track, on open line and in the railway yard are shown 
in Figure 1. The space required for the mounting of the cate-
nary structure and for the passage of the pantograph on elec-
trified lines is marked by the broken line D-E-F-G-H-L. The 
widths of the structure gauge in curves, restrictions and more 
detailed instructions are presented in the RAMO publication, 
part 2 "Radan geometria" (Track geometry). 
Figure 1. Principal dimensions of the structure gauge. 
1600 ON OPEN TRACKS 
Fr I 	 E/// 
Effective Passing Clearance 
The structure gauge described on the previous page is used 
as a guideline for building and mounting new structures and 
installations in the vicinity of the track.The structure gauge or 
the deviations from it constitute the so-called effective avail-
able structure gauge, i.e. the passing clearance, for special con-
signments. Information on the passing clearance is collected 
for each line section and continuously updated by the track 
maintainers. 




























1420 	 ,L 
	
RJ------------------- ----R 	•7L 	
- 
g 	I 	 762 	762 
I 2700 	 t-- 
- Dividing line for main line gauge 
- - - - 	Dividing line for siding's gauge 
reserved for fences, shunting signals and ballast of the adjacent track 
dividing line for the gauge of masts, etc. 
only components of switches, signalling systems 
and level crossings are allowed over the dividing line  
- - - components not belonging to the track, such as foundations, 
ropes, pipes, cables etc. Are not allowed over the dividing line 	u+b 
a)' 
=41 mm the narrowest groove in crossings and check rails 
1  =75mm groove in level crossings, etc. 	 z 
b = widening of flange groove in curves 
l 	762 k = 50 mm, when vertical radius S> 1000 m 
k = 0 mm, when vertical radius S = 500 m 
FLANGE GROOVE 
k increases meanly 0... 50 mm 
when vertical radius increases 500 ... 1000 ni 
1/ / zi  Electrified tracks and tracks which will be electrified 
APPENDIX 5 Structure Gauge  
Appendix 6 
Line Categories and 
Permitted Speeds for 
Different Axle Loads 
Lines other than those listed in Table 2 are secondary lines. 
The secondary lines belong to different line categories as 
indicated in Table 3. 
Division of Lines into Line Categories 
The lines are divided into line categories according to the 
superstructure as follows: 
Table 1. Division of lines into line categories. 
Line category - 	 ________ Superstructure  
RHK UIC Rails - Sleepers 
A 04 K30, K33 wooden 
B 1 D4 K43, 54 E1,K60, 60 El wooden 
B2 D4 K43, K60 wooden, concrete 
C D4 1E4 54 El wooden, concrete before 1987 
C2 D4/E4 54 El concrete 1987 and after 
D D41E4 60 El concrete 
The border of the line category is marked in the mid- 
die of the station building in the traffic operating point, unless 
another point is indicated by the kilometre marking. 
The line categories for sections of lines are also presented 
in Figure 1. 
Responsibility of the Track Maintainer 
Track maintainer has the right to issue, at their discretion, 
regulations restricting the permuted axle load and speed 
depending on the condition of the track superstructure. 
APPENDIX 6 Line Categories and 
Permitted Speeds for Different Axle Loads 
I 
Ballast 
gravel or equivalent 





Table 2. Categories of the main lines and permitted speeds for different axle loads. 
Section of line 	 Line category 	Passenger trains 	 Freight trains  
RHI( 	UIC 	
locomotive 	
motorcars 	16t 	20t 	22.5t 	25t hauled 
Helsinki - Riihimäki 
Helsinki station - Pasila station C 1 D4 
Pasila station - Tikkurila westernmost track D E4 
Pasila station - Tikkurila westernmost middle track D E4 
Pasila station - Tikkurila estern middle track D E4 
Pasila station - Tikkurila easternmost track D E4 
Tikkurila - Kerava station westernmost track D E4 
Tikkurila - Kerava station western middle track D E4 
Tikkurila - Kerava station eastern middle track D E4 
Tikkurila - Kerava station easternmost track D E4 
Kerava station- Kytömaa westernmost track D E4 
Kerava station- Kytömaa westernmost middle track D E4 
Kerava station Kytömaa eastern middle track D E4 
Kerava station - Kytömaa easternmost track D E4 
Kytömaa - Kyrölä D E4 
Kyrölä - Purola western track D E4 
Kyrölä - Purola middle track D E4 
Kyrölä - Purola eastern track D E4 
Purola - Riihimäki station D E4 
Riihimäki - Tampere 
Riihimäki station - Sääksjärvi D E4 
Sääksjärvi - Tampere freight western track D E4 
Sääksjärvi - Tampere freight middle track 0 E4 
Sääksjärvi - Tampere freight eastern track 0 E4 
Tampere freight- Tampere station 0 E4 
Kerava - Sköldvik 
Kytömaa - Sköldvik D D4 
Kerava - Vuosaari 
Kerava station - Vuosaari D 04 
Helsinki - Port of Turku 
Helsinki station - Leppävaara D D4 
Leppävaara - Kirkkonummi C2 D4 
Kirkkonummi - Karjaa C 1 04 
Karjaa - Pohjankuru  0 04 
Pohjankuru -km 103,6 C 1 D4 
km 103,6-km 158,0 C2 D4 
km 158,0 - Turku station C 1 D4 
Turku station -Port of Turku C 1 D4 
Huopalahti - Vantaankoski  C 1 D4 
Turku - Uusikaupunki  
Turku station - Raisio (km 207,4) C 1 D4 
Raisio (km 207,4) - Uusikaupunki  B 1 D4 
Hyvinkää - Karjaa 
Hyvinkää -km 133,1 C 1 D4 
km 133,1 - Kirkniemi D D4 
Kirkniemi - km 152,2 D E4 
km 152,2 -Karjaa C 1 E4 
Karjaa - Hanko 
Karjaa - km 205,7 D E4 
km 205,7 - Hanko-Pohjoinen C 1 E4 
Hanko-Pohjoinen - Hanko station B 1 D4 
Toijala -Turku 
Toijala - km 256,7 D D4 
km 256,7 - Turku station D D4 
Lielahti - Kokemäki C 1 D4 
APPENDIX 6 Line Categones and 
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80 80 80 80 80 - 
160 160 120 120 100 100 
160 160 120 120 100 100 
120 120 120 , 120 100 100 
120 120 120 120 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
120 120 120 120 100 100 
120 120 120 120 100 100 
120 120 120 120 ' 	100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
200 200 , 	120 120 , 	100 , 	100 
120 120 120 120 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
120 120 120 120 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
100 100 100 100 100 100 
200 200 120 120 100 100 
80 80 80 80 80 - 
- 
- 80' 80 80 - 
120 120 ' 	120 120 	' 100 - 
120 120 120 120 100 - 
160 180 120 120 100 - 
160 200 120 120 100 - 
160 180 120 120 100 - 
160 200 120 120 100 - 
160 180 120 120 100 - 
40 40 40 40 40 - 
120 120 120 120 100 - 
60 60 60 60 60 - 
60 60 60 60 50 - 
80 80 80 80 80 - 
80 80 80 80 80 - 
80 80 80 80 80 80 
80 80 80 80 80 60 
120 120 120 120 100 100 
60 60 60 60 60 60 
35 35 35 35 35 35 
140 140 120 120 100 - 
120 120 120 120 100 - 
140 140 120 120 100 - 
Section of line Line category Passenger trains Freight trains 
RHK UIC 
locomotive 
motorcars 16t 20t 22.5t 	25t 
hauled 
Kokemäki - Mäntyluoto  I 
Kokemäki - Harjavalta D D4 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
Harjavalta -Pori D E4 140 140 120 120 100 	100 
Pori - Mäntyluoto C E4 70 70 70 70 70 	50 
Kokemäki-Rauma D D4 100 100 100 100 100 	- 
Tampere - Seinäjoki 
Tampere station - Lielahti D D4 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
Lielahti - Seinäjoki station D D4 160 200 120 120 100 	I 	- 
Niinisalo - Parkano - Kihniö 
Niinisalo - Parkano A C4 30 30 30 30 - 	 - 
Parkano - Kihniö A C4 30 30 30 30 - 	 - 
Tampere - Pieksämäki 
Tampere Järvensivu - Orivesi 02 04 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
Orivesi -km 287,4 D D4 120 140 120 120 100 	 - 
km 287,4-km 308,2 D D4 160 160 120 120 100 	 - 
km 308,2 - Jyväskylä C 04 160 160 120 120 100 	 - 
Jyväskylä - Pieksämäki station C D4 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
Orivesi - Seinäjoki 
Orivesi-Haapamäki  B 1 D4 100 100 100 70 50 	 - 
Haapamäki - km 301,1 B 1 D4 90 90 90 60 50 	 - 
km 301,1 -Pihlajavesi 02 D4 100 100 100 100 100 	 - 
Pihlajavesi -Seinäjoki B 1 D4 100 100 100 60 50 	 - 
Seinäjoki - Kaskinen 
Seinäjoki - km 452,0 B 	1) D4 80 80 80 60 50 	 - 
km 452,0 - km 530,0 B 1 1) D4 60 60 60 50 40 	 - 
km 530,0 - Kaskinen B 1 1) D4 80 80 80 60 50 	 - 
Seinäjoki -Vaasa 02 D4 120 120 120 I 	120 100 	 - 
Seinäjoki - Oulu 
Seinäjoki station - km 422,9 D D4 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
km422,9-km474,6 02 D4 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
km474,6-km481,6 0 D4 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
km481,6-km495,2  02 D4 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
km 495,2-km 496,0 D D4 140 I 	140 120 120 100 	- 
km496,0-km538,4 02 D4 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
km 538,4-km 539,3 D 04 140 140 120 i 	120 100 	- 
km 539,3-km 551,1 02 04 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
km 551,1 - km 553,1 C 04 70 70 70 70 70 	 - 
km553,1-km555,0 02 04 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
km 550,0-Oulu station D 04 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
Pännäinen - Pietarsaari  02 D4 60 60 60 60 60 	 - 
Tuomioja - Raahe 02 D4 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
Oulu - Laurila 
Oulu station - Laurila 02 D4 140 140 120 120 100 - 
Laurila - Kemijärvi I 
Laurila-Koivu  D D4 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
Koivu -Rovaniemi D D4 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
Rovaniemi - Kuusivaara 02 D4 100 100 100 100 100 	 - 
Kuusivaara - Kemijärvi B 1 D4 80 80 80 60 50 	 - 
Kemijärvi - Kelloselkä  
Kemijärvi - lsokylä B 1 D4 50 50 50 50 50 	 - 
Isokylä - Kelloselkä A 04 50 50 50 40 - - 
Laurila - Tornio border  
Laurila -Tornio 02 04 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
Tornio - Tornio border 
C 04 40 40 40 40 40 	 - 
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Section of line 	 Line category 	Passenger trains 	 Freight trains 
locomotive 
RHK 	UIC 	 motor cars 	16t 	20t 	22.5t 	25t 
hauled 
Tornio - Kolari 
Tornio-km 914,0 D D4 100 100 100 100 100 	- 
km 914,0-km 1011,6 B2 04 80 80 80 80 80 	- 
km1011,6 -Kolari C 1 D4 100 100 100 100 100 	- 
Kerava - Hakosilta 
Kytömaa - Hakosilta D D4 200 220 120 120 100 	100 
Riihimäki - Kouvola 
Riihimäki station - Hakosilta D D4 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
Hakosilta - Lahti D D4 160 200 120 120 100 	80 
Lahti - Kouvola station D 04 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
Lahti - Heinola B 1 D4 60 60 60 60 50 	 - 
Lahti - Port of Loviisa B 1 04 60 60 60 60 50 	 - 
Kouvola - Pieksämäki 
Kouvola station - km 245,9 0 04 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
km 245,9 - Otava 0 04 160 200 120 120 100 	 - 
Otava- Pieksämäki station 0 04 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
Pieksämäki - Kontiomäki 
Pieksämäki station - Iisalmi 02 04 140 140 120 120 100 	- 
lisalmi-Murtomäki 02 04 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
Murtomäki -Kajaani C 04 140 140 120 120 100 	 - 
Kajaani-Kontiomäki C 04 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
Kouvola - Kuusankoski 
Kouvola station - Kuusankoski 0 04 50 50 50 50 50 	 - 
Iisalmi - Ylivieska 
lisalmi-km555,8  C 1 04 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
km555,8-km613,1 0 04 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
km613,1 -Ylivieska 02 04 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
Pyhäkumpu junction points - Pyhäkumpu B 1 04 35 35 35 35 35 	 - 
Kontiomäki - Vartius 
Kontiomäki - km 662,3 C 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 662,3 - km 664,0 02 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 664,0 - km 665,1 C 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 665,1 - km 666,2 02 04 80 80 I 	80 80 80 	 - 
km 666,2 - km 672,0 C 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 672,0 - km 680,9 02 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 680,9 - km 682,0 C 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 682,0 - km 686,5 02 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 686,5 - km 741,0 C 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 741,0 - km 747,0 C2 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 747,0 - km 754,7 C 1 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
km 754,7 - Vartius border C2 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
Kontiomäki - Ämmänsaan  A C4 50 50 50 40 - 	 - 
Siilinjärvi-Viinijärvi 02 04 100 100 100 100 100 	 - 
Haapamäki-Jyväskylä B 1 04 100 100 100 70 50 	- 
Jyväskylä-Äänekoski C 04 100 100 100 100 100 	- 
Äänekoski - Haapajärvi A 04 60 60 60 40 - 	 - 
Kouvola - Kotka 
Kouvola freight-Juurikorpi westerntrack 0 04 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
Kouvola shortcut - Inkeroinen eastern track C 04 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
Inkeroinen - Juurikorpi eastern track 0 04 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
Juurikorpi - Paimenportti 0 04 120 120 120 120 100 	 - 
Paimenportti - Kotka station C 04 80 80 80 80 80 	 - 
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Freight trains 
20t 22.5t 	25t 
35 35 	- 
100 100 	 - 
120 100 	- 
120 100 	- 
120 100 	- 
120 100 	- 
120 100 	- 
120 100 	- 
120 100 	- 
90 90 	- 




















































Section of line Line category Passenger trains 
RHK UIC 
locomotive  motorcars 16t hauled 
Kotka station - Port of Kotka C 1 D4 35 35 35 
Juunkorpi -Hamina C, D4 100 100 100 
Luumäki-Vainikkala 0 D4 120 120 120 
Kouvola - Joensuu 
Kouvola station - Luumäki southern track D D4 140 140 120 
Kouvola station - Kaipiainen northern track D D4 140 140 120 
Kaipiainen - Luumäki northern track C, D4 140 140 120 
Luumäki - km 395,5 D D4 140 140 120 
km 395,5 - Säkäniemi C2 D4 140 140 120 
Säkäniemi - Joensuu Sulkulahti  D D4 140 140 120 
Joensuu Sulkulahti - Joensuu station C 1 D4 90 90 90 
Niirala - Säkäniemi 
Niirala border - Säkäniemi D D4 100 100 100 
Joensuu - llomantsi 
Joensuu Sulkulahti - km 660,4 A C4 50 50 50 
km 660,4 - km 664,1 A C4 50 50 50 
km 664,1 - km 678,4 A C4 50 50 50 
km 678,4 - km 683,8 A C4 50 50 50 
km 683,8 - km 687,9 A C4 50 50 50 
km 687,9 	km 692,5 A C4 50 50 50 
km 692,5 - llomantsi A C4 50 50 50 
Pieksämäki - Varkaus 
Pieksämäki - Varkaus C 1 D4 120 120 120 
Varkaus - Joensuu station C2 D4 120 120 120 
Varkaus - Kommila B2 D4 50 50 50 
Huutokoski - Savonlinna C2 04 80 80 80 
Savonlinna-Parikkala B2 1) D4 110 110 110 
Joensuu - Nurmes 
Joensuu station - Uimaharju  C2 D4 120 120 120 
Uimaharju-Lieksa  C2 D4 100 100 100 
Lieksa-Nurmes  B2 D4 110 110 110 
Nurmes - Kontiomäki 
Nurmes - Porokylä B2 D4 80 80 80 
Porokylä- km 818,0 A C4 70 70 50 
km818,0-Vuokath  A C4 50 50 50 
Vuokatti - Kontiomäki B, 04 80 80 80 
Oulu - Kontiomäki 
Oulu Nokela - Utajärvi C, D4 120 120 120 
Utajärvi - km 874,0 C 1 D4 140 140 120 
km 874,0 - Paltamo C, D4 120 120 120 
Paltamo - Kontiomäki C, D4 140 140 120 
1) Bridge restrictions, see Appendix 10 
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Secondary Lines and Sidings  
• The maximum permitted speed on secondary lines and 
sidings is 35 km/h, unless otherwise prescribed separately. 
 •  On the sidings belonging in line category A, the maximum 
permitted speed is 20 km/h. 
• On the following secondary lines, the speeds defined in 
Table 3 are permitted for different axle loads: 
Table 3. Permitted speeds on sidings for the different axle 
loads. 
Section of line Line category 
Passenger trains 
RHK UIC 
Mäntyluoto - Tahkoluoto B2 04 50 
Mynttilä - Ristiina A C4 50 
Toijala - Valkeakoski C 1 04 50 
Viippula - Mänttä B, D4 50 
Pietarsaari - Aiholma B, D4 35 
Vuokatti - Lahnaslampi  B D4 50 
Murtomäki - Otanmäki A C4 50 
Raisio - Naantali B, 04 50 
Suonenjoki - lisvesi B, 04 35 
Pori - Ruosniemi  B, 04 20 
Lohja - Lohjanjärvi B, 04 35 
Lahti - Mukkula B, D4 35 
Lappeenranta - Port of Mustola C 1 04 50 
Lieksa - Pankakoski A C4 30 
Otava - Port of Otava B, 04 35 
Jämsä - Kaipola B, 04 50 
Uusikaupunki - Hangonsaari  B, D4 30 
Kemi -Ajos B, D4 50 
Tornio - Räyttä B, D4 50 
Sysmäjärvi - Vuonos B2 04 35 
Vaasa - Vaskiluoto A C4 30 
Raahe - Rautaruukki C2 D4 35 
Kokkola - Ykspihlaja C 1 04 35 
Imatra freight - Imatrankoski border 0 04 50 
Kotka Hovinsaari - Kotka Mussalo C, 04 50 
Freight trains 
16t 20t 	22.5t 	25 
50 50 	50 	 - 
50 40 	 - 	 - 
50 50 	50 	 - 
35 35 	35 	 - 
20 20 	20 	 - 
35 35 	35 	 - 
35 35 	35 	 - 
50 50 	50 	 - 
30 30 	20 	 - 
35 35 	35 	 - 
50 50 	50 	 - 
30 30 	30 	 - 
50 50 	50 	 - 
50 50 	50 	 - 
35 35 	35 	 - 
30 30 	20 	 - 
35 35 	35 	 - 
35 35 	35 	 - 
50 50 	50 	 - 
50 50 	50 	 - 
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I. 
Wagons with Axle Loads 
above the Accepted Limit 
I) A wagon whose axle load exceeds the maximum axle load 
permitted for a specific line category is too heavy for the 
line category in question. 
2) Wagons shall not be intentionally overloaded. If overload 
has been detected, the speed of the train must be dropped 
according to the instructions in the Rail network descrip-
tion and Section 3. If the weight of the load exceeds the 
permitted load by more than 5% (by more than 2% for 
25 t axle load), the excess load shall be unloaded at the first 
possible station. 
3) If the maximum permitted axle load of the wagon is 
22.5 t, overloaded wagons may be transported only with 
the following maximum speeds: 
Line category 
	
Max. axle load (t] 	Speed [km/hl 
A 
B 1 	 23.5 	 35 
B2 	 23.5 50 
C 1 , C2, D 23.5 	 80 
Moreover, transportation shall be carried out in accord-
ance with the regulations for special consignments.The condi-
tion of the wagons shall be inspected before transportation, 
especially as concerns the wheelsets. 
4) On certain lines belonging in line category A, overloaded 
wagons may be transported in regular traffic. The axle 
loads mentioned below shall not be exceeded, and the 
excess load shall be unloaded at the station where it is 
discovered. The maximum permitted speed is no higher 
than 40 km/h on the track and 20 km/h on K30 points. 
The line sections and the axle loads permitted on them are 
as follows: 
Line section  
Parkano - Niinisalo 
Parkano - Kihniö 
 Isokylä - Kelloselkä 
 Äänekoski  - Haapaj rvi 
 Murtomäki - Otanmäki  
Kontiomäki - Ämmänsaari 
 Joensuu  - Ilomantsi 
 Porokylä -  Vuokatti 
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5) On the secondary lines belonging in line category A, 
overloaded wagons may be transported as follows: 
 •  axle load not more than 20 t, speed 35 km/h  
• axleloadover2Obutnotmorethan22.St,speed2okm/h 
 Traffic with over 22.5 t axle loads on the secondary lines 
belonging in line category A is forbidden. 
6) On the sidings belonging in line category A, overloaded 
wagons may be transported as follows:  
• axle load not more than 2.5 t, speed 20 km/h 
Traffic with over 22.5 t axle loads on the sidings belon-
ging in line category A is forbidden. 
7) On the main lines belonging in line category A, overload-
ed wagons may temporarily be transported as follows: 
axle load not more than 22.5 t, speed 20 km/h 
Temporary transportation of overloaded wagons is allowed 
if occasional need arises.The maintainer of the line shall be 
informed of temporary transportation of overloaded 
wagons to control the condition of the line superstructure. 
8) Wagons with 24,5 t axle load built according to the Russian 
standard may be carried as special transport on the line sec-
tions laid down separately on the conditions specified in 
the transport permit. Traffic on the secondary lines and 
sidings belonging in the line category A is forbidden. 
9) Bridge restrictions, see appendix 10 of the Network State-
ment. 
10) Wagons with axle loads above the accepted limit, other 
than those mentioned under (3), (4) arid (5), which do not 
have a permit for permanent traffic, are handled as special 
transport. 
Maximum Permitted Speed on 
Points and Track Crossings 
Table 4. Maximum permitted speed on points and track 
crossings. 
Line category 
A 	 Bl 	B2 	Cl 	C2 	D 
Straight track 	- 
Single points, 60 E 1, short 
Single points, 60 E 1, long 
Single points, 54 E 1, long 





Short points R = 165 m 
Short points 
Short points when axle load is over 22.5 
Long points 
fl = 500 m 
fl = 530 m 
fl = 900 m, when axle load max. 22.5 t 
R = 900 m, when axle load over 22.5 
R = 1600 m 
R = 2500 m 
R = 3000 m 
Non-interlockeg points 
Straight track and deflecting section  
Trailable points 
1) Indicated with a speed board 
70 100 110 180 200 200 
- 100 110 180 200 220 
70 100 110 140 140 140 
70 100 110 160 160 160 
70 100 110 120 120 120 
35 90 90 90 90 90 
351) 901) 901) 901) 90 1 ) 901) 
201) 201) 201) 201) 201) 201) 
35 35 35 35 35 35 
- 10 20 20 20 35 
- - 
- 60 60 60 
70 70 70 - - - 
— 80 80 80 80 80 
- - 
- 60 60 60 
- - 
- 110 110 110 
- - 
- 140 140 140 
- - - - 
- 160 
301) 301) 301) 301) 301) 301) 
30 30 30 30 30 30 
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pölkyt 	 tukikerros Rataluokka ei sähköistetty 	sähköistetty kiskotus 
Banklass icke-elektrifierad 	elektriflerad' räler sliprar ballast 	 .-" 
Line category non-electrified 	electrified 	rails sleepers 	ballast 
raidesora tai I 
K30 
puu 	 vastaava 






K60, PUU 	 ballastgrus eller 
B1 _________ K54 El. motsvarande 	10 Kolari wooden 
60 El gravel or 
equivalent 
_________ 	_______ K43 	' '' 
	
K60 	trä, betong 	makadamballast 	
Kemijärvi 
____________ __________ 	 wooden, concrete railway ballast Rovaniemi 
I  puu, betoni 	raidesepeli 
-- 	El 
 trä, betong makadamballast 
wooden, concrete railway ballast 
<1987 
1 
oetoni 	 raiaesepeu 
El 	betong makadamballast  Tornio 	Laurila 	 __________  concrete 	railway ballast 	 .. - 	 ___________  
>1987 J 
_________ 	 __________ 	Kemi 
betoni 	 raidesepeli 	 - 
60 El betong makadamballast 	 _____________ 
concrete 	railway ballast 
Oulu 	 /2 
Ei :iikennotntia 	• 	1 	 Pesiökyläl 
ngen trafik 	 Raahe 
No traffic Vartius 
/7 
/ 	 Kajaani '-Kontiomäki 
Kokkola 	 Ylivieska 
- / 
Pietarsaari -I / 	: . 
Nurmes 
V 	 Iisalmi 	0 	 •. 	 :. - 
H 
Vaasa 
/ 	 Sillinjärvi 
Seinäjoki 	
Kuopio 
Aänekoski 	 Joensuu 
Kaskinen 
Haapamäki 	 Pieksamäki 	 Säkärtiemi 
Parkano 	 Jyväskylä 	s 	 Niirala 
'...vonIinna 
Mikkeli Pon 	 Orivesi 	 Parikkala 
Tampere 	 - 
Rauma 	 Toijala 	
Imatra /  
Lahti 
Uusikaupunki 	 / Vainikkala 
Ruhimaki 	 Kouvola 	/ 
Hyvinkää 
Naantäll 	 -0 	
/ 
Turku Kerava., 	, rjHamina 
- . 	.  Sköldvik 
Hanko 
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The signalling systems used on the lines are represented in the 
figures in this appendix. 
Figure 1. Lines with a section blocking system. 
N 
I Suojastettu rataosa  Linjen med  injebockeringsystemet - 	 Line with a section  bocking system ()= iikennepaikka ei kuuu suojastettuun rataan 	I 	. 	Kemq_—' Trafikp:ats utan 	 / 	Rovaniemi 	- injebockeringsystemet  Station without a section  bocking system  Ei  likennäintiä 	T0rb0  9 	Kemi ngen trafik  No traffic 







Kajaani 	(Koritiomäki) 'N 
Kokkola  J Ylivieska 
Pieaa 	
/ 
Seinajoki 	L. 	Kuopio 
Keskinen 
- 	 \ 	
(JoensIj) / 






























Line with a centra:ized 	 Kolan 
trafic contro system 
()= iikennepaikka ei kuuu 
kauko-ohjattuun rataan 
 Trafikpats  utan 
fjärrstyrningsystemet  
Station without a centraized  
traffic contro system 
Ei ilkennäintiä 	 Tornio 
ngen trafik 
No traffic  
Raahe 
Kokkola 





Uusikaupunki 	 (Vainikkala) 
(Hanko 
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Figure 3. Lines with ATP.  
Junan 
kuunvavontajärjestemää  
varustettu rataosa  
Linjen med automatisk  
tågkontro: 
Ko:ari 
Line with ATP  
= ilkennepaikka ei kuuu Kemijärvi 




























Parkano Jyväskylä Niirala 
(Savonlinna) 
\ (Pori) Mikkeli 
Onvest Pankkala 
Tampere 






Turku Kerava (Hamina) 
satam Loviisa Kotka 
Skäldvik 
LKaiiaa Vuosaan ' Ylsink 
Hanko 	-a 
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__ I 
• • 	 IWI 	 ______ 
Figure 4. Lines with train detection and train integrity 
monitoring or with a radio-controlled traffic system.  
Junan kokonaisuuden ja 
 sijainnin tarkastavaa 
:aitteisto:a varustettu 
rataosu us 
Linjen med automatisk 
 registering  av tågräres n 
 Line with train detection and 
trainintegrity monitoring 
Radio-ohjatut rataosat  
Linjen med 
radiobocksystement  
Line with a radio-controed 
traffic system 
()= iikennepaikka ei kuuu 
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Hot box detector centra: 




 mätenhet  
Hotbox detector 
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H 
Site km-stretch 
Liminka 726+900 - 729+200 
Koria 182+900 - 186+400 




Nikkilä 38+850 - 40+160 
Myllykoski  201 +500 - 203+100 
Kurikka 450+500 - 452+000 
Muhos 786+000 - 790+000 
Oulu (01 -Kon) 762+800 - 763+800 
Loimaa 208+000 - 210+600 
Turku (Tj-Tku) 271+900 - 273+700 
Kerava (Ke-SId) 30+800 - 31+350 
Valid since - 	 - 	Speed restriction 
1998 ^ 3000-ton trains 50 km/h 
2001 ^ 3000-ton trains 30 km/h 
7/1/2002 ^ 3000-ton trains 50 km/h 
2001 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
7/1/2002 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
1999 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
1997 alI trains 40 km/h 
2000 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
1999 alI trains 40 km/h 
5/11/2002 ^ 3000-ton trains 60 km/h 
16/1/2004 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
9/1/2005 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
1/10/2006 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 
11/9/2007 ^ 3000-ton trains 40 km/h 








Speeds in Tunnels 
This table presents the tunnels with a speed limit. The speed 
limit of the track section in question is applied for all other 
tunnels. 
Table 1. Maximum train speeds in tunnels. 
Tunnel 	 Km - location 	 Maximum speed [km/h] 
Single-deck Double-deck motor trains  
Hki - Karjaa 
Lillgård 46+791 -46+977 160 120 180 
Riddarbacken  47+769-48+043 160 120 180 
Karjaa -Salo 
Bäljens 88+920-89+230 160 140 200 
Köpskog 90+490-90+535 160 140 200 
Aminne 92+390-92+500 160 140 200 
Högbacka 94+365-94+565 160 140 200 
Kaivosmäki 113+962-114+060 160 140 200 
Haukkamäki 114+304-114+740 160 140 200 
Harmaamäki  115+150-115+418 160 140 200 
Lemurimäki 125+870-126+590 160 160 180 
Märjänmäki 126+940-128+180 160 160 180 
Lavianmäki 137+720-138+300 160 160 180 
Tottola 139+086-139+613 160 120 180 
Salo-Turku 
Halikko 150+207-150+395 160 140 200 
Pepaflonmäki 152+420 - 152+950 160 140 200 





On the bridges mentioned below, axle loads, speed or both 
impose restrictions on the running of rail vehicles. The speed 
restrictions are indicated by speed signs. 
Bridges with Weight Restrictions 
1) Kyrönsalmi bridge on the Parikkala—Savonlinna section 
of' line: 
• Axle load restriction 22.5 t  
• Maximum permitted speed on the bridge is 20 km/h. 
2) Seinäjoki, Kyrönjoki, Nenätönjoki, Kainastonjoki, Teuvan
-joki,  Närpiönjoki and Kaskistensalmi bridges on the Seinä-
joki-Kaskinen section of line. 
• Axle load restriction 22.5 t  
• Maximum permitted speed on the bridge is 60 km/h. 
These regulations do not apply to 6- or 8-axle wagons 
built according to the Russian standard, which can be carried 
over the above-mentioned bridges only as special transport on 
the conditions laid down in the transport permit. 
Movable Bridges 
On movable bridges, the maximum permitted speed is 4-0 
km/h, unless reduced for other reasons. If the movable bridge 
is locked and the rail joints are equipped with fishplates or 
other corresponding locking or control, the maximum speed 
is 60 km/h. 
Table 1. Restrictions related to movable bridges. 
Bridge Railway sect on Permitted 
speed [km/h]  
Pohja Tammisaari-Hanko 50 
Kyrönsalmi Savonlinna-Parikkala  20 1 
Pirttiniemi Varkaus-Viinijärvi 402 
Taipale Canal Varkaus-Viinijärvi 402 
Pielisjoki Joensuu-UeksaNiinijärvi 50 
Päiväranta Kuopio-Iisalmi  60 
Uimasalmi Joensuu-Lieksa 60 
Tahkoluoto Pori-Tahkoluoto 50 
1 See Bridges with weight restrictions 
2 The bridge and the rail joints can be locked, in which case the permitted 
speed is 60 km/h. 




Significant and Other 
Track Works Affec- 
ting Traffic in 2009 
This appendix presents an estimate of those rail maintenance 
works that will be carried out during the 2009 timetable 
period and that may affect the traffic. The information in 
the appendices may change once the details of funding and 
planning become clear. The updated list will be published 
on the RHK website at www.rhk.fi/radan_kaytto/  
liikennesuunnittelun_perustiedot. 
RHK will define the regular track-specific mainte-
nance breaks by 31 May 2008. The possible updates to the 




Affects traffic 	Brake description 
SOUTHERN FINLAND  
Kirkkonummi -Turku fundamental improvement, bridge work 
at Aurajoki and Paimionjoki, junction arrangements at  
Torkkila I Lem unsuo 
Karjaa-Salo ballast screening (done already in 2008 if possible) 
 Leppävaara-Kirkkonummi  station arrangements 
,AJteration work in the Ilmala railway yard 
Helsinki -Riihimäki (Tikkurila-Valkosenlähteentie underpass bridge) 
Implementation of the Hyvinkää-Karjaa Train Control System III 
 Hyvinkää-Karjaa  (Jacking the Otalampi bridge) 
Kerava-Vuosaari (Introduction of the Vuosaari track) 
Effects of the Keski-Pasila alteration work 
(points switch changes to be made by  Vauhtitie at the south 
end of the lower railway yard, and the points switch arrangements 
in the Ilmala end). 
EASTERN FINLAND 
Lahti -Luumäki: Lifting the surface and bridge work 
Renovating the Kuopio railway yard 	________________ 
Building the Kotolahti railway yard 	- 	- - 
Kuopio-Iisalmi (Rail replacement, cleaning the track bed, 
and replacing the rail switch on the main track)  
Kouvola-Kuusankoski (Replacing the superstructure) 
Increasing the speed in the Suonenjoki-Kuopio section 
(tunnel work, possible ballast screening)  
Luumäki-Imatra, Härskinniemi underpass bridge and 
other bridge work 	 - - 	- - - - 
Parikkala-Savonlinna, Pääskylahti railway yard alteration and 
interchange work 	 - - 
Parikkala-Savonlinna, Härskinniemi underpass bridge 
APPENDIX 11 Significant and Other 
Track Works Affecting Traffic in 2009  
X 	Aurajoki: based on the traffic, replacement of the 
Paimiojoki bridge: 1 week total interruption in traffic, 
Torkkila and Lemunsuo: 1 x 16 
X 	8-hour maintenance breaks for 7 weeks 
X 	Vantinportti underpass bridge in Kauklahti will be 
ready in June 2009, requires track reservations 
X 	Track reservations on the weekends 
X 	16-hour break, time and date negotiated separately 
X 	Lower railway yard: approx. 12-hour track reservations; 
lImala: 12-hour break, restrictions in the hump 
X 	Single track every day from 11:30 pm to 5:30 am (6 h), 
total interruption in traffic every weekend Sat-Sun 
from 10:00 pm to 08:00 am, only a single track 
10 hours before and after every weekend 
X 	8-hour maintenance break September 
X 	9 hours during the summer nights 
X 	- 




Tampere-Jyväskylä (Jämsänkoski-Jyväskylä tunnels, 
railway cuttings, replacing the superstructure, drum and 
bridge renovations, and GSM-R) 
Improving the service level in the Seinäjoki -Oulu section, 
stage 1 (work done mainly in the Seinäjoki -Kokkola section) 
Replacing the superstructure of the  Seinäjoki-Kaskinen 
 track section (the earliest possible implementation year, 
depends on funding) 
Southern Seinäjoki (Introduction of the double track) 
Toijala-Turku points switches (9 pcs) 
	 1 
NORTHERN FINLAND 
Tornio-Kolari, replacing the superstructure 
Kontiomäki -Vartius, replacing the sleepers (about 40,000 sleepers) 
Porokylä-Vuokatti, replacing the superstructure (80 km) 
Murtomäki-Talvivaara (junction work at the Talvivaara line switch) 
Affects traffic 	Brake description 
X 	4-week complete break in May; preliminary work in 
15 April to 4 May, 4-hour maintenance breaks from 
midnight to 04:00 am; final work from 2 to 20 June, 
4-hour maintenance breaks from midnight to 04:00 am 
X 	30 May - 19 July daily 8-hour breaks, plus 5 x 12-hour 
breaks during the weekends, and 2 x 15-hour and 2 x 20-
-  hour breaks during the weekends in August-September 
X 	Freight traffic arrangements 
X 	Three weekend breaks in June 
X 	4 x 12-hour break 
X 	2 June - 15 July Periodic total 3-day interruptions, 
Mon-Wed total interruptions, and 10 to 12-hour 
interruptions Thu-Sun 
X 	8-hour night-time maintenance breaks in 
August-September 
X 	Total interruption of traffic in the agreed periods,  
e.g. 3 days in July-September 
x 	 - 
OTHER BREAKS 
Track check-ups on tracks with speeds over 140 km/h 
Replacement of individual switches on the following railway yards: 
Helsinki, Kouvola, Kotka, Hamina, Vainikkala, Lappeenranta, 
Joensuu, Pieksämäki, Uimaharju,  Viinijärvi, Vihtari, Heinävesi, 
Syrjä, Tampere, Seinäjoki, Pori, Jyväskylä, Turku, Riihimäki, Oulu 
Pillaring the maintenance tracks and points switches 
Maintenance investments, e.g. switch and superstructure 
replacements, bridge and drum renovations 
Rail maintenance work to be ordered separately,  
e.g. replacing single sleepers and worn-out frame angle bars 
APPENDIX 11 Significant and Other 
Track Works Affecting Traffic in 2009 
Map of Traffic Planning Areas 
Coordination of track work and traffic according to 
the traffic planning areas shown on the map below. 
CONTACTS 
VR Ltd, Traffic Planners 
Traffic Control Centre Helsinki  
liikennesuunnitteIu.helsinkivr.fi 
Kovanen Timo 	040 86 63 839  
Miikkola Reijo 040 86 63 840 
Burman Raimo (4h/weekday) 040 86 63 846 
Traffic Control Centre Tampere  
liikennesuunnittelu .tamperevr.fi 
Jalanto Esko 	040 86 30 570 
Kunelius Juha 	0408631118 
Traffic Control Centre Oulu 
liikennesuunnittelu.ouluvr.fi 
Meripaasi Sakari 040 86 45 450 
 Karvo  Matti 	040 86 45 446
Traffic Control Centre Kouvola  
liikennesuunnittelu . kouvola(ävr.fi 
Korpi Vesa 	0408634 197 
Lahtinen Juha 	040 86 34 271  
Pieksämäki (Traffic Control Centre Kouvola) 
 liikennesuunnittelu.pieksamaki(ävr.fi  
Kröger Juha 	040 86 37 002 
Joensuu (Traffic Control Centre Kouvola) 
 Liikennesuunnittelu.joensuuvr.fi  
Papunen Arto 	040 86 40 379 
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tion at the stations 
of the State-owned 
Rail Network 
RHK has acquired a new passenger information system 
 (MIKU)  that will replace the older information systems. 
 MIKU  allows the info staff to control display devices and pro-
vide passengers with up-to-date information. 
A new Information Centre will also be established in the 
2009 timetable period, and it will, amonig other things, notify 
the passengers about disturbances and exceptions. More infor-
mation can be found at http://www.rhk.fi . 
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APPENDIX 12 Passenger Information at 
the stations of the State-owned Rail Network 
1111 Ii  I iit 
HUMPPILA HUMPPILA 0 0 0 0 0 2 
HUOPALAHTI HOPLAX 8 0 0 4 0 6 
HYVINKÄÄ HYVINGE  4 0 0 2 0 3 
HÄMEENLINNA TAVASTEHUS 5 2 0 0 0 2 
HÖLJÄKKÄ HÖLJÄKKA x o o 0 0 0 0 
IISALMI IDENSALMI 0 0 0 0 0 3 
IITTALA IITTALA 2 0 0 0 0 0 
ILMALA ILMALA 2 0 0 2 0 3 
IMATRA IMATRA 0 0 0 0 0 3 
INKEROINEN INKEROINEN 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
INKOO INGÅ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ISOKYRÖ STORKYRO  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JOENSUU JOENSUU 0 0 0 0 0 3 
JOKELA JOKELA 3 0 0 1 0 1 
JORVAS JORVAS 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JOUTSENO JOUTSENO 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JUUPAJOKI JUUPAJOKI 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JYVÄSKYLÄ JYVÄSKYLÄ 3 2 0 11 0 0 
JÄMSÄ JÄMSÄ 0 0 0 0 0 1 
JÄRVELÄ JÄRVELA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JÄRVENPAA  TRÄSKÄNDA 7 0 0 3 0 1 
KAJAANI KAJANA 0 0 0 0 0 2 
KANNELMAKI GAMLAS 2 0 0 0 0 2 
KANNUS KANNUS 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KARJAA KARIS 7 0 0 1 0 3 
KARKKU KARKKU 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KAUHAVA KAUHAVA  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KAUKLAHTI KÖKLAX 3 0 0 0 0 1 
KAUNIAINEN GRANKULLA 3 0 0 0 0 2 
KAUSALA KAUSALA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KEMI KEMI 0 0 0 0 0 2 
KEMIJÄRVI KEMIJÄRVI 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KERA KERA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KERAVA KERVO 10 0 0 8 0 3 
KERIMÄKI KERIMÄKI 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KESÄLAHTI KESÄLAX 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KEURUU KEURU 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KILO KILO 4 0 0 0 0 0 
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KIRKKONUMMI KYRKSLÄTT 3 0 0 0 0 6 9 
KITEE KITEE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KIURUVESI KIURUVESI 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KOHTAVMRA KOHTAVMRA  X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KOIVUHOVI BJÖRKGÅRD  2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
KOIVUKYLÄ BJÖRKBY 4 0 0 0 0 1 5 
KOKEMÄKI KOKEMÄKI 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
KOKKOLA KARLEBY 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
KOLARI KOLARI 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
KOLHO KOLHO 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KONTIOMÄKI KONTIOMÄKI 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
KORIA KORIA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KOIRSO KORSO 4 0 0 2 0 0 6 
KOTKA KOTKA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KOTKA SATAMA  KOTKA SATAMA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KOUVOLA KOUVOLA 11 2 0 4 0 0 17 
KUOPIO KUOPIO 4 2 0 0 0 4 10 
KUPITTM KUPPIS 4 0 2 2 0 4 12 
KUUSIVAARA KUUSIVAARA X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KYLANLAHTI KYLÄNLAHTI X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KYMI KYMI X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KYMINLINNA KYMINLINNA  X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KYRÖLÄ KYRÖLA 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
KAPYLA KOTIBY 4 0 0 0 0 2 6 
LAHTI LAHTIS 12 2 0 0 0 4 18 
LAIHIA LAIHELA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LAPINLAHTI LAPINLAHTI 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LAPPEENRANTA VILLMANSTRAND  0 0 0 6 0 1 7 
LAPPILA LAPPILA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LAPPOHJA LAPPVIK X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LAPUA LAPPO 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LEMPÄÄLÄ LEMPÄÄLÄ 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
LEPPÄVAARA  ALBERGA 8 0 0 5 0 0 13 
LIEKSA LIEKSA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LIEVESTUORE LIEVESTUORE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LOIMAA LOIMAA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LOUHELA KLIPPSTA 2 0 0 0 0 2 4 
LUOMA BOBÄCK 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX 12 Passenger Information at 
the stations of the State-owned Rail Network  
U 
i  ILl  
PITÄJÄNMÄKI 	SOCKENBACKA 	 4 	0 	0 	3 	0 	0 	7 
POHJOIS-HAAGA 	NORRA-HAGA 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	1 	1 
PORI 	 BJÖRNEBORG 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	2 	2 
PUISTOLA 	 PARKSTAD 	 4 	0 	0 	0 	0 	4 	8 
PUKINMÄKI 	 BOCKSBACKA 	 6 	0 	0 	0 	0 	3 	9 
PUNKAHARJU 	PUNKAHARJU 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
PUROLA 	 PUROLA 	 2 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	2 
PYHASALMI 	 PYHÄSALMI 	 1 	o 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
PÄNNAINEN 	 BENNÄS o 	0 	0 	0 	0 	1 	1 
REKOLA 	 RACKHALS 	 2 	0 	0 	1 	0 	0 	3 
RETRETTI 	 RETRETTI 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
RIIHIMÄKI 	 RIIHIMÄKI 	 I 	11 	4 	0 	7 	0 	1 	23 
ROVANIEMI 	 ROVANIEMI 	 3 	0 	0 	0 	0 	3 	6 
RUNNI 	 RUNNI 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
RUUKKI 	 RUUKKI 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
RYTTYLA 	 RYTTYLA 	 2 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	2 
SALO 	 SALO 	 6 	0 	0 	3 	0 	3 	12 
SANTALA 	 SANTALA 	 X 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
SAUNAKALLIO 	SAUNAKALLIO 	 3 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	3 
SAVIO 	 SAVIO 	 4 	0 	0 	0 	0 	1 	5 
SAVONLINNA 	NYSLOTT 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
SAVONLINNA 	SAVONLINNA 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
KAUPPATORI KAUPPATORI 
SEINÄJOKI 	 SEINÄJOKI 	 7 	2 	0 	6 	0 	0 	15 
SIILINJÄRVI 	 SIILINJÄRVI 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	2 	2 
SIMPELE 	 SIMPELE 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
SIUNTIO 	 SJUNDEA 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
SKOGBY 	 SKOGBY 	 X 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
SUKEVA 	 SUKEVA 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
SUONENJOKI 	SUONENJOKI 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	1 	1 
TAMMISMRI 	 EKENAS 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
TAMPERE 	 TAMMERFORS 	 13 	2 	0 	0 	0 	13 	28 
TAPANILA 	 MOSABACKA 	 4 	0 	0 	0 	0 	2 	6 
TAVASTILA 	 TAVASTILA 	 X 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
TERVAJOKI 	 TERVAJOKI 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
TERVOLA 	 TERVOLA 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
TIKKURILA 	 DICKURSBY 	 12 	0 	0 	0 	0 	24 	36 
TOIJALA 	 TOIJALA 	 I 	 4 	2 	0 	0 	0 	2 	8 
TOLSA 	 TOLLS 	 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
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TURKU SATAMA ÅBO HAMN 
TUURI TUURI 1 
UIMAHARJU UIMAHARJU  1 
UTAJARVI UTAJÄRVI 1 
VAALA VAALA 1 
VAASA VASA 
VAINIKKALA VAINIKKALA 1 
VALIMO GJUTERIET 
VAMMALA VAMMALA 1 
VANTAANKOSKI VANDAFORSEN  
VARKAUS VARKAUS 
VIHANTI VIHANTI 1 
VIHTARI VIHTARI 1 
VIIALA VIIALA 
VIINIJÄRVI VIINIJÄRVI 1 
VIKA VIKA X 
VILPPULA VILPPULA 1 
VUONISLAHTI VUONISLAHTI 1 
YLISTARO YLISTARO 1 
YLITORNIO YLITORNIO  1 
YLIVIESKA YLIVIESKA 
ÄHTÄRI ETSERI 1 























-J p... 	p2 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 	3 
2 0 0 0 0 0 	2 
9 3 0 5 0 0 	17 
2 0 0 0 0 3 	5 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
2 2 0 0 0 3 	7 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
4 0 0 1 0 0 	5 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o 0 0 0 0 1 	1 
1 0 0 0 0 2 	3 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 	2 
o 0 0 0 0 0 	0 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
o 0 0 0 0 2 	2 
o o 0 0 0 0 	0 
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of Other Countries 
Table I shows the Internet addresses of the network state- 
ments published by the infrastructure managers of other 
countries, and the names used for the network statement. 
The information in the table is subject to change. 
Table 1. Network statements of other countries 
Infrastructure manager Country Name used Internet address 
Administrador de Infraestructuras Spain Declaración sobre la Red I http:f!www.adif.es 
Ferroviarias (ADIF) 
Banedanmark Denmark Netredegörelse http://www.bane.dk  
Banverket, Swedish National Rail Sweden Järnvägsnätsbeskrivning http:/!wwwbanverket.se  
Administration (BV) 
BLS AG (BLS) Switzerland Network Statement http://www.bls.ch  
Ceské Dráhy (CD) / SZCD The Czech Republic Network Statement http://www.szdccz  
Communauté de Transports - Luxembourg Document de Reference du Reseau http://www.railinfra.lu 
Accès Réseau 
Compagnie Nationale des Rumania Documentul de referinta al retelei http://www.cfr.ro  
Chemins de Fer Roumains (CFR) 
DB Netz AG Germany Schienennetz-Nutzungsbedingungen http://www.db.de  
Eurotunnel France /England Eurotunnel Network Statement http://www.eurotunnel.com  
Györ-Sopron-Ebenfurti Vasét Rt. I) Austria /Hungary A GySEV Zrt. Uzletszabályzata http://www.gysev.hu 
Raab-Oedenburg-Ebenfurter 
Eisenbahn AG (GYSEV/Raaberbahn - - - 	__________ 
Infrabel Belgium Netverklaring http://wwwrailaccess.be  
Jernbaneverket Norway Network Statement http ://www.jernbaneverket.no 
National Railway Infrastructure Bulgaria Network Statement http://rail-infra.bg  
Company (NRIC) __________ 
Network Rail Great Britain Network Statement http://www.networkrail.co.uk 
OSE Hellenic Railways Greece Network Statement http://www.osenet.gr 
Organisation (CH-OSE) 
PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe  Poland Network Statement http://wwwl .plk-sa.pI  
SA. (PKP PLK) - 
ProRail By. Netherlands Netverklaring http://www.prorail.nl 
Public Agency for Slovenia Network Statement http://www.azp.si 
Rail Transport of RS (A2P) - 
Rede Ferroviária Nacional, Portugal Directorio da Rede http://www.refer.pt  
E.P. (REFER) 
Réseau Ferré de France (RFF) France Document de référence http://www.rff.fr 
du réseau ferré national 
Rete Ferroviaria Italiana SpA (RFI SpA))  Italy Prospetto Informativo della Rete http://www.rfi.it 
Swiss Federal Railways Switzerland Network Statement http://mct.sbbch 
SBB-lrifrastructure (SBB CFF FFS) _________ - - 
eIeznice Slovenskej Republiky  Slovakia Sietové vyhlé senie http://www.zsr.sk  
ÖBB lnfrastruktur Betrieb AG Austria Schienennetznutzungsbedingungen http://www.railnetaustriaat  
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PUBLICATION OF FINNISH 
RAIL ADMINISTRATION ON F SERIES 
1/2003 Verkkoselostus 2004 
2/2003  Luettelo rautatieliikennepaikoista 1.6.2003 
3/2003 Finnish Network Statement 2004 
4/2003  Beskrivning av Finlands bannät 2004 
5/2003 Verkkoselostus 2005 
6/2003 Finnish Network Statement 2005 
7/2003  Beskrivning av Finlands bannät 2005 
1/2004  Verkkoselostus 2006 
2/2004 Finnish Network Statement 2006 
3/2004 Beskrivning av Finlands bannät  2006 
1/2005  Luettelo rautatieliikennepaikoista 5.6.2005 
2/2005 Verkkoselostus 2007 
3/2005 Finnish Network Statement 2007 
4/2005  Beskrivning av Finlands bannät  2007 
1/2006  Verkkoselostus 2008 
2/2006 Finnish Network Statement 2008 
3/2006 Beskrivning av Finlands bannät  2008 
1/2007 Luettelo rautatieliikennepaikoista 3.6.2007 
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